INTRODUCTION

About this Report
This report summarizes the efforts of the University of Nevada, Reno’s Sustainability Committee toward compliance with the requirements of the American College and University Presidents’ Climate Commitment (ACUPCC). University of Nevada, Reno President Milton Glick signed the ACUPCC in 2007 and initial compliance and reporting was done under the auspices of the University’s Energy and Environment Committee. In June 2008, President Glick chartered the Sustainability Committee charging it with ACUPCC activities. The Committee organized itself into four working groups around the four major areas of the ACUPCC: energy, transportation, campus life and curriculum. The Sustainability Committee is a broad-based committee, including students, faculty, staff and community members. In addition, each subcommittee reached out into all areas to bring as many voices as possible to the conversation.

Vision
Energy, economic and environmental issues represent the greatest challenges of this century: closely coupled to this are the social impacts of addressing these challenges. The University of Nevada, Reno, in due recognition of its land-grant status, calls to action and will marshal its human and physical resources to meet these grand challenges. Many of the world’s most talented students and academic leaders are poised to assure a brighter, sustainable future. We call on all segments of the University community—and beyond—to join us in this vital effort to secure this future.
Report Overview

This report highlights campus sustainability efforts at the University of Nevada, Reno in four key areas:

**Energy**
Gather data on the University's energy consumption and budget. Compile energy conservation accomplishments with respect to lighting efficiency and heating efficiency. Develop carbon reduction strategies such as increased use of photovoltaic systems and solar water heating.

**Commuting and Transportation**
Review alternate transportation options available to the campus and make recommendations for enhancements. Develop recommendations to increase the efficiency of transportation operations.

**Campus Life**
Gauge campus awareness of sustainability initiatives currently in place on campus and work to change the campus culture to one of awareness and support for environmentally sustainable practices, both on campus and in the community. Facilitate the incorporation of environmental sustainability practices into the daily lives of every member of our campus community.

**Curriculum**
Strengthen the focus on sustainability issues across the curriculum through broad participation to ensure a cross-disciplinary approach. Identify gaps in the curriculum; consider the obstacles faced and the support required by faculty; and recommend specific steps to increase the focus on sustainability issues in teaching.
Sustainability Committee Letter from the Co-Chairs

In 2008, the University of Nevada, Reno formed a Sustainability Committee to gather information and develop a plan for creating a more sustainable campus. This plan is one of the requirements of the American College and University Presidents’ Climate Commitment, signed by President Glick. The committee established four working groups comprised of faculty, staff, students and community members to investigate campus efforts related to energy, transportation, campus life, and curriculum. Their findings are reflected both in this overview document and a more detailed plan—with action items—still in development.

For many years, the University has been committed to reducing its energy consumption and adopting a variety of sustainability practices. Through the efforts of the Sustainability Committee, the University will identify additional actions to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. While some of these recommendations may require significant start-up costs not currently available, many will simply involve changing individual behavior that can have a significant cumulative effect (e.g., powering down all computers after work hours, increasing recycling, turning lights off when not in use, etc.).

Educating faculty, staff and students about how they can make individual contributions to reducing the carbon footprint of our University is an important component of our Sustainability Plan. By increasing our focus on sustainability in teaching, we hope to raise the awareness of this issue on campus and encourage individuals to help create a “greener” campus.

This plan is just a beginning, but the conversation has started and we hope to continue the dialog as our University strives to become a model for other college campuses, as well as our community.

Michael W. Collopy
Assistant Vice President for Research and
Executive Director, Academy for the Environment

John C. Sagebiel
Environmental Affairs Manager
Environmental Health & Safety
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ENERGY

Section 1 – Introduction
This section outlines the University's approach to conserving energy, enhancing the campus climate and reducing the University's carbon footprint.

The following sections provide information on current activities and identify future actions:

- Energy Consumption and Budget
- Sources of Energy/Greenhouse Gas Emissions Inventory
- Prior Energy Conservation Accomplishments
- Future Energy Reduction Strategies
- Renewable Energy and Carbon Reduction Strategies
- Energy Recommendations and Goals

Section 2: Energy Consumption and Budget

Electric Power Consumption and Cost

*Electrical Energy*
The University purchases electrical energy from NV Energy, the local utility. In fiscal year (FY) 2007, this amounted to about 60 million kilowatt hours at a cost of $6,946,556.

*Thermal Energy (Natural Gas)*
The majority of the thermal energy consumed on campus comes from natural gas, supplied by NV Energy. In FY 2007, this amounted to about 2.28 million therms at a cost of $2,591,183.

*Campus Building Energy Use, Square Foot Consumption and Costs*
The University obtains electric power at 25KV and 4.160KV. Power is metered at three points of service for the campus. The University maintains the medium voltage distribution and transformation to the building system voltages. Not all structures have sub meters, the parking garages and small utility type buildings, for example, do not.

Similarly, natural gas is obtained at a few service points and the University maintains the natural gas distribution to buildings.
The University has installed 39 BTU meters and 80 KWH meters on campus. These meters indicate usage by building as illustrated below. Some buildings have multiple meters; the meter totals are reflected below.

**Table 1: Energy Usage, By Building**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Building</th>
<th>Type of Building</th>
<th>Sq. Ft.</th>
<th>Average KWH/Hr</th>
<th>Average WH/H per Sq. Ft.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Anderson Health Sciences</td>
<td>Research/Lab</td>
<td>25,263</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>2.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ansari Business Bldg.</td>
<td>Classrooms</td>
<td>115,666</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Applied Research Facility</td>
<td>Research/Lab</td>
<td>63,280</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>1.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Argenta Hall</td>
<td>Housing</td>
<td>187,575</td>
<td>365</td>
<td>1.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Artemisia</td>
<td>Administration</td>
<td>14,818</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>1.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B&amp;G Storage Bldg.</td>
<td>Facilities</td>
<td>10,417</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>4.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B&amp;G</td>
<td>Facilities</td>
<td>18,412</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada Hall</td>
<td>Housing</td>
<td>76,585</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>0.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central Heat Plant</td>
<td>Facilities</td>
<td>8,556</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central Services</td>
<td>Administration</td>
<td>15,987</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>1.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemistry Building</td>
<td>Labs/Classrooms</td>
<td>75,599</td>
<td>401</td>
<td>5.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Church Fine Arts</td>
<td>Classrooms</td>
<td>122,398</td>
<td>167</td>
<td>1.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clark Administration</td>
<td>Administration</td>
<td>23,784</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>0.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computing Center</td>
<td>Administration</td>
<td>20,989</td>
<td>175</td>
<td>8.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Continuing Education Center</td>
<td>Classrooms</td>
<td>38,354</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>2.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edmund J. Cain Hall</td>
<td>Classrooms</td>
<td>88,081</td>
<td>209</td>
<td>2.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fleischman Agriculture</td>
<td>Research/Lab</td>
<td>128,748</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>1.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fleischman Life Science</td>
<td>Research/Lab</td>
<td>42,466</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fleischman Planetarium</td>
<td>Classrooms</td>
<td>13,144</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>3.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frandsen Humanities</td>
<td>Classrooms</td>
<td>31,332</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>0.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Getchell</td>
<td>Library (Former)</td>
<td>177,553</td>
<td>185</td>
<td>1.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harry Reid Engineering Lab</td>
<td>Research/Lab</td>
<td>53,894</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>2.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Howard Medical Services</td>
<td>Research/Lab</td>
<td>39,791</td>
<td>377</td>
<td>9.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jones Center</td>
<td>Administration</td>
<td>8,302</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jot Travis Building</td>
<td>Classrooms</td>
<td>92,211</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>1.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Juniper Hall</td>
<td>Housing</td>
<td>32,312</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Building</td>
<td>Type of Building</td>
<td>Sq. Ft.</td>
<td>Average KWH/Hr</td>
<td>Average WH/H per Sq. Ft.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>-------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lawlor Events Center</td>
<td>Athletics</td>
<td>213,127</td>
<td>243</td>
<td>1.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legacy Hall</td>
<td>Athletics</td>
<td>24,152</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>1.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leifson Physics</td>
<td>Classrooms</td>
<td>64,888</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>0.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lincoln Hall</td>
<td>Housing</td>
<td>28,298</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lombardi Recreation Center</td>
<td>Classrooms</td>
<td>109,622</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>2.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mack Social Science</td>
<td>Classrooms</td>
<td>54,141</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>0.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mackay Mines</td>
<td>Research</td>
<td>44,909</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>1.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mackay Science</td>
<td>Classrooms</td>
<td>44,127</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>0.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manville Health Science</td>
<td>Research/Labs</td>
<td>21,958</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>2.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manzanita Hall</td>
<td>Housing</td>
<td>29,968</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morrill Hall Alumni Center</td>
<td>Administration</td>
<td>15,384</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>1.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Judicial College</td>
<td>Classrooms</td>
<td>128,039</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>0.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nell J Redfield</td>
<td>Classrooms</td>
<td>24,500</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>1.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nellor Biomedical Sciences</td>
<td>Research/Labs</td>
<td>10,498</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>7.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nye Hall</td>
<td>Housing</td>
<td>123,141</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>0.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orvis School of Nursing</td>
<td>Classrooms</td>
<td>22,227</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>0.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palmer Engineering</td>
<td>Classrooms</td>
<td>33,272</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>1.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paul Laxalt Mineral Research</td>
<td>Classrooms</td>
<td>83,831</td>
<td>278</td>
<td>3.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paul Laxalt Mineral Engineering</td>
<td>Classrooms</td>
<td>68,839</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>1.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennington Medical Education Bldg.</td>
<td>Classrooms</td>
<td>88,831</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>0.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Plant</td>
<td>Facilities</td>
<td>8,835</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reynolds School Of Journalism</td>
<td>Classrooms</td>
<td>7,849</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert Cashell Fieldhouse</td>
<td>Athletics</td>
<td>37,549</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>1.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ross Hall</td>
<td>Housing</td>
<td>24,132</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>1.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah Fleischman Bldg.</td>
<td>Classrooms</td>
<td>42,446</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Savitt Medical Science</td>
<td>Research/Labs</td>
<td>17,761</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>1.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schulich Lecture Hall</td>
<td>Classrooms</td>
<td>17,441</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scrugham Engineering &amp; Mines</td>
<td>Classrooms</td>
<td>130,365</td>
<td>1858</td>
<td>14.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sports Medicine Clinic</td>
<td>Classrooms</td>
<td>17,518</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>2.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student Services Building</td>
<td>Administration</td>
<td>257,112</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>0.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thompson Building</td>
<td>Administration</td>
<td>19,934</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>0.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virginia Street Gym</td>
<td>Athletics</td>
<td>51,494</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>0.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William Raggio Building</td>
<td>Classrooms</td>
<td>117,854</td>
<td>143</td>
<td>1.21</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Section 3: Sources of Energy/Greenhouse Gas Emission Inventory

Sources of Energy

Electrical Energy
The University purchases electrical energy from NV Energy. In FY 2007, this amounted to about 60 million kilowatt hours and constitutes the major source of greenhouse gases. According to the reports provided by the utility, the approximate mix of sources of the energy they sell is 44.7 percent coal; 33.9 percent natural gas; 8.76 percent hydroelectric; 7.29 percent geothermal; 3.60 percent nuclear; 1.02 percent biofuel; and 0.53 percent wind. The average emission rate of these sources is approximately 1.7 lb. of carbon dioxide (CO₂) per kilowatt-hour generated.

Thermal Energy
The majority of the thermal energy consumed on campus comes from natural gas. Approximately one-half of one percent of the total thermal energy in FY 2007 came from fuel oil; this amount has stayed constant or gone down since FY 2007.

Greenhouse Gas Inventory
The ACUPCC commitment requires us to complete a comprehensive greenhouse gas inventory. The commitment recommended the use of the “Cool Air-Clean Planet Campus Carbon Calculator” for compliance. This calculator separates emissions into three major scopes, each with several sub-categories.

The three scopes are:

Scope 1- Direct emissions from activities owned or controlled by the institution. Examples of this scope are on-campus combustion for thermal energy, university fleet operations, agricultural operations and refrigerants.

Scope 2- Indirect emissions from the production of electricity. This scope captures the emissions that result from the production of the electricity consumed on campus.

Scope 3- All other indirect emissions generated by the institution. This addresses the indirect emissions that result from commuter travel, air travel by University employees on business and emissions from solid waste.
Greenhouse Gas Inventory Methodology

For the various sub-parts of the inventory, the following methods were used to collect the data:

Energy: All energy consumption information was obtained from past utility bills.

Transportation: University fleet fuel usage was obtained from department billing information using the data from the card-lock system.

Commuter Traffic: This was the most challenging category to calculate. It was determined that using parking permit data would provide a good estimate. To accomplish this, the permit holders’ zip codes were obtained. These data included the number of permits purchased in each zip code split between faculty/staff and students. Also obtained were numbers of permits purchased and type of permits (split between faculty, staff and students). Mileage to and from campus from each zip code center was determined using Google Earth. Average distance for student travel was determined to be 27 miles roundtrip. For faculty and staff, the average mileage was determined at 22.1. This was determined using the following equation: total mileage divided by number of permits. It was estimated that students and academic faculty make 3.7 trips/week or 0.74/day using the following distribution:

- 5 trips/week – 10 percent likelihood
- 4 trips/week – 60 percent
- 3 trips/week – 20 percent
- 2 trips/week – 10 percent

Administrative faculty and staff were assumed to make five trips per week. The number of days per year for students and academic faculty was determined to be 180 days (based on fall, spring and summer semester days). For administrative faculty and staff, number of days per year was determined as 220 (based on workweeks per year minus sick and vacation days).

For FY 2007, permit statistics were only available for faculty and staff combined. An average amount of workdays was determined at 200 to account for the difference between academic faculty and administrative faculty and staff. Trips per day was determined by the average of the two groups (1.74/2 = 0.87). The mileage for the groups did not change as they are all slated at 22.1 miles/trip.

Air Travel: Total flights purchased by the University were obtained in a spreadsheet containing the date of travel, destination and origin. All were roundtrip travels. Using www.webflyer.com, roundtrip distances were computed. Total miles were then calculated.

Agriculture: Livestock headcounts for Main Station Farm were obtained. Fertilizer use on the farm was also provided. Fertilizer use on campus was based on purchase records.
Solid Waste: Number of compacted cubic yards of waste was obtained from the bills. It was then converted into tons/yr using the conversion factor 800lb/cu yd. The landfill that receives campus waste has no methane capture.

Refrigeration: Emissions were obtained from the HVAC shop on campus based on purchased refrigerants. It was assumed that the purchased refrigerants were used for replacement.

Greenhouse Gas Inventory Results
The completed inventory for FY 2007 showed that the University’s estimated inventory totaled 85,901 metric tons in CO2 equivalents. The equivalents (eCO2 on the table) are calculated based on the global warming potential, or GWP, of each gas emitted, which is a comparison of how much potential the particular emission has relative to carbon dioxide, defined as 1.
Table 2: Emissions Summary

The following table summarizes the emissions from the various categories. As can be seen from this table, just under half the total emissions comes from the use of electricity.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Consumption</th>
<th>eCO2 (metric tons)</th>
<th>Percent Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Scope 1</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On-Campus Thermal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distillate Oil</td>
<td>8,414 gallons</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natural Gas</td>
<td>2,092,822 Therms</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Propane</td>
<td>28,826 gallons</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Thermal Sub-Total</strong></td>
<td>11,300</td>
<td>13.20%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>University Fleet Fuel Consumption</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gasoline</td>
<td>117,908 gallons</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diesel</td>
<td>20,389 gallons</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>University Fleet Sub-Total</strong></td>
<td>1,259</td>
<td>1.50%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Agriculture &amp; Related Operations</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cows</td>
<td>500 count</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sheep</td>
<td>1,000 count</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fertilizer</td>
<td>9,669 lbs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Agriculture Sub-Total</strong></td>
<td>785</td>
<td>0.90%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Refrigerants</td>
<td>2683 lbs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1,014</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Scope 2</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electricity</td>
<td>60,259,558 kWh</td>
<td></td>
<td>48.40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Scope 3</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student Commuter Travel</td>
<td>8,177</td>
<td>9.50%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faculty/Staff Commuter Travel</td>
<td>4,841</td>
<td>5.60%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air Travel</td>
<td>12,650,448 miles</td>
<td></td>
<td>11.40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solid Waste</td>
<td>7,233 short tons</td>
<td></td>
<td>8.30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>85,901</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This inventory process will be repeated for fiscal year 2008 as the data become available. At that time we will be able to compare the various areas on a year-to-year basis. Even without other years to compare with, this inventory provides a clear picture of where the bulk of our emissions come from.
Section 4: Prior Energy Conservation Accomplishments

Prior Accomplishments
The University has incorporated energy conservation principles into its operations for nearly a decade. These accomplishments concentrated on the areas of lighting efficiency, thermal systems efficiency and equipment efficiency.

Lighting Efficiency
The University initiated lighting replacement processes that, over time, have:

- Replaced all incandescent lamps with efficient fluorescent lamps.
- Replaced fluorescent T12 lamps with more efficient T8 and T5 lamps.
- Replaced mercury vapor lamps and high-pressure sodium lamps with long lasting and energy efficient induction lamps.
- Replaced magnetic lamp ballasts with efficient electronic ballasts.
- Utilized dual-level light switching to allow occupants to select light levels that meet their needs and occupancy sensors in offices and classrooms that automatically turn off lighting when the spaces are not in use.
- Initiated time-clock sweep to turn off any lights left on after a building is closed.
- Initiated the use of central inverter/battery systems for emergency and egress lighting, improving the overall efficiency of the systems.

Thermal Systems Efficiency
These systems have been improved or added over time to increase overall energy consumption efficiency.

- Residence halls make use of solar hot water systems to lessen the need for natural gas fired or electric powered hot water heaters.
- Central chillers are utilized to better match the cooling requirements with equipment to obtain the best operating efficiencies.
- Central heat plant boilers were replaced with high efficiency natural gas fired boilers. The use of the central plant also allows the University to better match heating loads with equipment sizes resulting in less fuel used.
- To utilize less fuel, the University has increased the cooling set points during the summer and decreased the heating set points during the winter.
- In addition to changing control set points, the operating cycle for both cooling and heating was changed to provide for shorter cycles during the day.

Other Equipment
The University has installed a total of 33 KW of photovoltaic systems. These systems are on the main campus and at an auxiliary building at Lake Tahoe.
Section 5: Future Energy Reduction Strategies

Building energy consumption reductions

**Heating** –
- Conduct an audit and set goals for minimum boiler efficiencies and replacing boilers that do not meet these efficiencies.
- Record and monitor campus buildings’ heating BTU per square foot and set goals for each class of building type on campus. Invest in buildings with the highest energy use per square foot.
- Install direct digital control systems on buildings where they do not currently exist.
- Set winter space temperatures to 68 degrees F.
- Improve building thermal envelopes when renovating existing buildings.
- Lower the campus high temperature hot water system temperature to its lowest operating setting.
- Evaluate solar hot water heating to reduce domestic hot water heating costs.
- Evaluate solar hot water heating for the Lombardi Recreation swimming pools to reduce natural gas consumption.

**Cooling** –
- Evaluate the efficiencies of all building chillers and cooling equipment and setting minimum efficiency levels. Replace equipment that does not meet these minimum levels.
- Set summer space temperatures to 78 degrees F.
- Utilizing variable refrigerant flow system over individual split DX cooling wherever possible.

**Lighting** –
- Replace any remaining T-12 lighting on campus.
- Eliminate the use and purchase of incandescent lighting and use fluorescent lighting wherever possible.
- Upgrade to LED lighting where feasible.
- Install lighting occupancy sensors and smart lighting controls on all interior lighting where feasible.
- Encourage the use of task lighting and day lighting over other lighting.

**Equipment/computers** –
- Set minimum ENERGY STAR® requirements for all computing equipment.
- Require mandatory shutdown of monitors and personal computers when not in use.
- Install occupancy sensors for all vending equipment.
New Buildings Design - LEED and Energy Targets

- The University should reinforce its commitment to constructing new buildings to LEED 2.2 Silver or better.
- Concerning energy, the University should strive to achieve a 30 percent reduction from the ASHRAE Standard 90.1 Energy Standard for buildings.

Exterior Lighting

- Upgrade all parking garage lighting to high efficiency lighting and install day/night sensors where practical and security allows.
- Minimize all athletic fields lighting when fields are not in use by providing equipment to control lighting.

Cogeneration and thermal storage

- The University shall commit to an evaluation and exploring funding options to construct an on-campus combined heating and power facility that would be more efficient than the current high temperature water heating plant or stand-alone boilers. One option would be to explore an agreement with a private energy firm to construct and operate a facility on University property. The University could purchase both hot water and electrical power from this facility.
- Try to secure funding for using geothermal energy at the Redfield campus, including the construction of a cogeneration facility.
- The University could benefit from a central chilled water plant to provide cooling to its building. This would be more efficient than using individual building chillers. A thorough evaluation of the sizing and costs for such a plant should also include thermal storage using a chilled water storage tank or ice storage facility.

Other

- Publish daily, monthly and annual energy consumption data for the campus and for each building on the University’s Sustainability website. Set ‘incentives’ for each building to reduce energy costs.
- Investigate third-party financing for energy related upgrades.
- Reduce heat islands on campus to reduce summer cooling loads. When replacing roofs and pavement, install systems with high albedo ratings.
- Minimize the number of buildings used during the evening to achieve greater energy reductions.

Maximize building utilization.
Section 6: Renewable Energy and Carbon Reduction Strategies

The goal of this section is to discuss the ways the University could utilize renewable energy sources to reduce the use of fossil fuels and thus the associated carbon emissions, and what steps could be taken to facilitate a transition to renewable energy sources as they become available. Whether or not certain energy sources can be integrated into the overall supply chain depends on the structure of the energy supply system as well as the form in which energy is needed by end users. Therefore, in the next section, we provide some general considerations about the main elements in the energy supply system that support the University. For that, we introduce the concept of direct and virtual energy, and we provide a way to describe and analyze the energy budget of the University. This budget provides the basis for identifying those steps that would provide the maximum reduction in carbon emissions per dollar spent. In the next two sections, direct and virtual energy usage is discussed with the goal to identify those elements in the energy chain that are prime candidates for reductions in usage of fossil fuels. In the final section, different options are presented to serve the University’s energy needs through energy production based on renewable sources.

Introduction

Energy usage is by far the main contributor to carbon emissions because the main energy sources are based on fossil fuels. Reducing carbon emissions can be achieved along two main avenues: reduction of energy use, in particular energy that is generated from fossil fuels; and transition to renewable energy sources. These two avenues are not independent; full utilization of renewable energy sources requires an overall strategy that provides sufficient flexibility to accommodate renewable sources as they become available.

A structural analysis of energy production and the usage chain is required in order to understand how different renewable energy sources can be optimally integrated into the overall energy system. The two key questions are: what are the processes for which we use energy; and how do we access energy? In order to answer these questions and to discuss principal characteristics of an energy concept, we take a view from the end user. This view is most appropriate for the identification of how the University could best integrate renewable energy sources into the mix of energy sources required for its energy supply.

What are the processes for which we use energy? We can distinguish three main classes of usage in form of lighting; heating and cooling; and work. While the first and second classes are relatively homogeneous, the third class contains a broad range of applications, from building infrastructure and equipment, to equipment operation and transportation.

The associated processes access energy using three principal carriers: electrical current, fluids/gas and solids. Today, solids contribute mainly to the generation of electricity and to heating.
The three usages listed above can take place as part of the on-campus operation (direct usage) or off-campus in order to produce products and services the University requires for operation. For direct usage, campus has to import energy in form of electricity, fluids/gas, or solids, or produce energy in the required form directly on campus, either from imported energy in other forms or from renewable sources available on campus (for example, solar, wind, geothermal, and biomass). For the accounting of off-campus or indirect energy usage, we introduce the concept of virtual energy associated with all products and services imported by the campus. Virtual energy is the total energy used to produce and make available a material, product or service.

\[ \delta V + \delta D = U + P + \delta S \]

where:

- \( \delta V = V_I - V_E \): Virtual energy, with subscripts I and E indicating import and export;
- \( \delta D = D_I - D_E \): direct energy;
- \( U \): usage of energy on site;
- \( P \): production of energy on site; and
- \( \delta S \): change in energy storage on site.

A strategy for a reduction of carbon emissions resulting from energy usage will always have to address the problem of limited economic resources. Therefore, all potential reductions are not viable at any given point in time. In order to prioritize investments and make maximum use of the available economic resources, there needs to be an analysis of the complete energy budget.

Each term in equation (6.1) can be split into a part coming from or representing fossil fuels and a part coming from renewable energy. Thus, for each term we have:

\[ T = T^{(f)} + T^{(r)}. \]

Table 3 gives more details on these terms and list some examples.
Table 3: Energy terms in the overall energy balance of an institution. Import and Export describe typical examples for an institution comparable to the University of Nevada, Reno.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Forms</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Import</th>
<th>Export</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Virtual energy</td>
<td>Total energy used to produce and make available materials, products, or services.</td>
<td>Energy used to produce and supply imported materials for buildings, landscaping, and operations; equipment, food, tools, etc.</td>
<td>Energy used to produce or modify materials, products, and services exported from campus, including waste for recycling and dumping.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Direct energy</td>
<td>Energy in form of electricity, heat, gas/oil, coal, wood, bio mass, waste for energy production.</td>
<td>Typically, import is in form of electricity, gas/oil, and to a limited extent, coal and wood. Other forms could be in form of heated water and bio mass.</td>
<td>Typically, export could be in form of electricity, waste for energy production, bio mass. Could also be in form of hot water and wood.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On-site usage of energy</td>
<td>Usage of energy for lighting, heating/cooling, and work; work includes all physical and chemical processes, transport.</td>
<td>On-site energy usage includes all direct and virtual energy used for any process on campus, including dissipated energy. Careful accounting is necessary to avoid double counting.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On-site production of energy carriers</td>
<td>Production can be in form of electricity, heat, gas/oil, coal, wood, bio mass, waste for energy production.</td>
<td>Production of energy refers here, for example, to on-site production of electricity, heat, or hydrogen from renewable sources (such as wind, solar, geothermal, bio-mass, wood, hydropower). In general, it would also include, for example, any oil, gas, coal or other fossil fuels available and exploited on-site, although this is not the case for the UNR campus.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy storage</td>
<td>Energy storage can take place in form of virtual energy (in materials, products) or as direct energy.</td>
<td>Virtual energy is stored in materials, infrastructure, buildings, etc. Not all virtual energy can be recovered. Direct energy can be stored in form of oil, gas, coal, wood, bio-mass, electricity, potential energy of water, hydrogen, heat (hot water), etc. Energy can also be stored in form of cold air available for cooling, thus reducing the energy need for cooling.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Direct Usage

**Lighting**

While centuries ago, solids and gas were key energy carriers for artificial lighting, today almost all artificial lighting is based on electricity as the energy carrier. The lighting source itself, however, can be an electrical filament, gas, or solid with rather different power requirements, light-emission characteristics, and environmental impacts. Likewise, some artificial lighting technologies are better suited for inside spaces while others can also be applied outside.

**Low-energy lighting of inside spaces**

In domestic households in the U.S., lighting based on incandescent lights accounts for an average of nine percent of the direct energy budget. It is likely that for the University, lighting of inside space contributes significantly to the overall energy budget. Considering these findings, every effort should be made to replace low-efficiency lighting with high-efficiency, low-energy lighting. Figure 6.3 shows a few typical lighting media and their energy requirements. Low energy lighting such as compact fluorescent lights (CFLs) and light emitting diodes (LEDs) can greatly reduce energy consumption associated with both domestic and commercial lighting, and taking into account all costs, they can lead to significant economic savings. Compared to incandescent lamps, CFLs generally use less power for the same level of lighting: the luminous efficiency of CLF sources is typically 60 to 72 lm/W (lumens per Watt), compared to 8 to 17 lm/W for incandescent lamps. Moreover, CLFs have average life times about 8 to 15 times longer than that of incandescent lamps.

Many CFLs are designed to replace incandescent lamps and are available for most existing light fixtures. However, like all fluorescent lamps, CFLs contain mercury, which complicates disposal of used or broken lamps. In areas powered by electricity produced from coal (coal releases mercury as it is burned), CFLs actually reduce mercury emissions versus incandescent bulbs. Moreover, there are efforts to reduce mercury content in CFLs. Nevertheless, the use of CFL requires a carefully designed concept for disposal of broken or used-up lamps.

The lifetime of a lamp depends on many factors, including operating voltage, defects, exposure to voltage spikes and mechanical shocks, frequency of switching on and off, lamp orientation and ambient operating temperature. For a CFL, the on-off cycle is an important factor, and the life span is significantly shorter if a CFL lamp is turned on for only a few minutes at a time.
CFLs age and over time produce less light, with the light output depreciation being exponential and the fastest losses occurring during early usage. Total loss in lighting power over the lifespan can be between 20 percent and 30 percent. However, the human eye responds logarithmically to light, and a 20-30 percent reduction over many thousands of hours is barely noticeable for the human eye.

Replacement of indoor incandescent lamps by CFLs also leads to a reduction of the heat produced by the lighting system. At times when both heating and lighting is required, the heating system will have to supply the additional heat previously supplied by incandescent lights. Whenever both illumination and cooling is required, the CFLs will reduce the load on the cooling system compared to what was is needed for incandescent light, thus resulting in a double saving of electrical energy.

CFLs are considered extremely cost efficient in commercial and educational buildings. Based on average U.S. commercial electricity and gas rates for 2006, Chernoff (2008) showed that replacing each 75 W incandescent lamp with a CFL resulted in yearly savings of $22 per lamp in energy usage, reduced heating/ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC) costs, and reduced labor for changing of lamps. The incremental capital investment of $2 per lamp was found to be paid back in about one month. Savings and payback period depend on electric rates and cooling requirements.

Comparing the energy budget of incandescent lights and CFLs, the higher energy demand of CFLs in manufacturing is offset by the fact that they last longer and use less energy than equivalent incandescent lamps during their lifespan. If a CFL is powered by electricity produced with fossil fuels, such a lamp may save 2,000 times its own weight in greenhouse gases.
In the case of solid-state lighting (SSL), light is emitted from a solid object rather than from a vacuum or gas tube, as is the case in incandescent and fluorescent lamps. The solids can be light emitting diodes (LEDs), organic light-emitting diodes (OLEDs), or polymer light-emitting diodes (PLEDs). Compared to incandescent lights, SSL have a reduced heat generation. Available LED lamps have luminous efficacy comparable to that of CFLs, but higher levels are attainable. In laboratory studies, LEDs providing more than 150 lm/W have been demonstrated. Due to the solid-state nature, SSL have a greater resistance to shock, vibration, and wear, and typical lifespans are in the order of 50,000 hours.

Solid-state lighting is increasingly being used in niches such as traffic lights, and it is also considered an alternative for building space lighting potentially competing with CFLs. Particularly when the high luminous efficacy reached under laboratory conditions can be made more widely available, these lamps will become the alternative of choice.

**Daylighting for inside spaces**

For lighting of inside spaces, increasingly the importance of using daylighting instead of electrical lighting is recognized. Daylighting is the practice of using natural light to illuminate building spaces. By bringing indirect natural light into the building, daylighting can provide pleasing illumination, reduce the need for electrical lighting (and thus electrical energy), and reduce costs.

In general, daylighting systems collect and distribute sunlight to provide illumination of interior spaces. Compared to artificial lighting, this passive technology directly offsets energy...
use for lighting, and indirectly offsets the need for air-conditioning. Moreover, extensive studies have underlined that the use of natural light also offers physiological and psychological benefits compared to rooms lit with artificial lighting.

Daylighting design implies careful selection of window types, sizes and orientation; exterior shading devices may be considered as well. Daylighting elements may be incorporated into existing structures, but are most effective when integrated into the original design of the building, taking into account factors such as glare, heat flux, and time of use. Properly implemented daylighting features then can reduce energy requirements for lighting by 25 percent.

Good daylighting requires a combination of architecture and engineering and has to be part of the design process. While there are a number of concepts to support the design processes, no fully established metrics for good daylighting are currently available. But even if they were, daylighting would still remain a mix of art and science with many environmental factors (such as climate, geographical location and building orientation) influencing the result. The apparent complexity inherent in creating appropriately lit spaces with daylighting has created a number of myths that hamper the wider use of daylighting (see, e.g. http://www.daylighting.org/what.php). Here, we address several of these:

1. **Daylighting costs more**: Daylighting creates less heat than electric light. Therefore, if daylighting is integrated in the design process it allows designers to downsize the air conditioning system and thus does not have to increase construction costs.

2. **Daylighting is complicated**: Tested and tried daylighting designs that work in most commercial and educational buildings are now available and these can be copied or adapted.

3. **Daylighting lets in too much heat**: For daylighting, the light-to-heat ratio is far better than the ratio for most efficient electrical lighting. Properly designed daylighting screens out 99 percent of the sun’s heat.

4. **Daylighting causes glare**: Glare is the result of too much light entering the building. This happens at times in all buildings with conventional lighting and results in drawn blinds in many office buildings. Carefully designed daylighting uses window placement, shading, and low-transmittance glass to block direct sunlight and reduce or avoid glare.

5. **It’s better to upgrade lighting and heating/ventilation/air conditioning efficiency**: Reducing the need for electrical lighting and cooling is the most efficient way of saving energy. Since daylighting is cool, it does both. Natural light reduces the need for electrical lighting during the day and thus uses less energy for the lighting. It also reduces the heat production and thus the need for air conditioning, which further reduces the energy needed.
6. *Daylit buildings need clear glass windows*: Effective lighting does not need full daylight and clear glass windows let in far too much light. Sunlight is about 140 to 200 times brighter than what is needed for indoor office space. Letting in too much light creates glare and a “cave effect” where the part of the room furthest away from the window appears dark compared to the other parts. In order to reduce the contrast in the room, people often close blinds and turn on electrical lights. Therefore, well-designed daylighting reduces glare and contrasts across the room.

7. *Daylighting = skylighting*: Skylighting can be an appropriate technique for daylighting, depending on the situation. For examples, hallways and very deep spaces (more than 25 feet from the window) can benefit from skylighting. However, in most cases, windows can provide the light needed. It is mainly the size and placement of windows that determine the quality of the daylighting. For example, a row of small windows near the top of the room (clerestory windows) bring in light high up in the room and create a glow on the ceiling.

8. *For daylighting to work you need sunny, clear days*: Even during a completely overcast day, natural light from the sky is still 100 to 120 times brighter than needed for daylighting. In fact, at high latitudes, overcast skies can provide a better source for daylighting because it is more diffuse. At lower latitudes, daylighting is more challenging because of the intense amount of illumination, which must be reduced and controlled.

9. *There is only one correct way to daylight*: There are many ways for daylighting which can be adapted to meet the needs of almost any building.

10. *Daylit buildings are all glass*: All-glass buildings provide too much heat and have problems with glare. Good daylighting depends on the placement of windows and not so much on the relative amount. On average, daylit buildings have similar wall-to-window ratios as conventionally lit buildings.

Hybrid solar lighting (HSL) is an active solar method of providing interior illumination, which can be used as a complement to conventional lighting. HSL systems collect sunlight by sun-tracking focusing mirrors and transmit the light inside buildings by optical fibers. In single-story applications, HSL systems transmit up to 50 percent of the direct sunlight received into the building.

Considering the efficiency of daylighting in terms of reduced energy for lighting and air conditioning, the working group recommends a thorough review of all of the University’s inside spaces in order to determine where minimal modifications would allow for efficient daylighting. HSL might also be considered as an alternative, particularly for the many spaces where direct daylight is not available.
Outside lighting
For outside lighting, solar lights that charge during the day and are lit by light sensors at dusk are already a common sight along walkways in many areas. Most of these lamps use SSLs as light sources. Many alternatives are available, but in some cases costs are still quite high. Therefore, these lights are a good alternative where no connection to a power line is available and the solar lights offset the costs of installing a power line. For those outside lamps already connected to power lines and powered by electricity produced with fossil fuels, a more efficient solution may be to offset the fossil fuel usage through production of electricity from renewable sources elsewhere.

The use of small wind turbines for outside lighting (or other outside energy usage) is still in an experimental state. In extreme locations, such as the polar regions where sunlight may not be available for prolonged periods, combined wind and solar energy production in combination with large battery capacity has been developed for the powering of unmanned scientific equipment. However, such combinations are expensive and not likely to become available for widespread use in the near future.

Summary lighting
In summary, lighting presents an area with a high potential for energy savings by transition from incandescent light to CFLs and, more so in the future, SSLs (in particular, LEDs). For new buildings, passive daylighting is an excellent way to reduce energy needs for lighting and air conditioning. Both in new and existing buildings, a cost analysis may be carried out to decide whether hybrid solar lighting is feasible. The working group believes that, as far as possible, the remaining electrical power needed should be produced from renewable energy sources, either on-site (see Section 6.4.2) or by the supplier. In the future, a more or less general transition to LEDs as the lighting source for artificial light is likely.

Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning
In many cases, heating, ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC) contributes significantly to the energy budget of buildings. In the United States, HVAC systems account for over 25 percent of the energy used in commercial buildings and 50 percent in residential buildings. There is therefore great potential to offset a large portion of a building’s energy use through the passive reduction of HVAC energy usage and the replacement of fossil fuels with renewable sources. Similar to daylighting, maximum reduction of fossil energy use can be achieved if an overall concept for HVAC (including the production of hot water) is designed for new buildings. However, modifications to existing buildings also have considerable saving potentials.

In the section on Heat, we discuss details of solar thermal heat and geothermal heat as sources for heating water for different uses. Here we consider savings through reduction of energy needs. Considering that many HVAC systems in existing buildings, including many campus buildings, are highly inefficient, combined with poorly insulated buildings and far
less than optimal operational routines, the potential for reductions in energy usage are enormous. Therefore, prioritizing the reduction of energy consumption over the replacement of fossil sources by renewable sources appears logical. The concept of passive houses provides valuable guidelines for measures that would help in increasing the efficiency of HVAC systems and reducing the energy dissipation commonly associated with HVAC systems in many residential and commercial buildings in the U.S. Although passive buildings are currently only a niche market in the U.S. (see the discussion below), the principles developed and the experience gained in Europe and other parts of the world have clarified the requirements and demonstrated the large benefit.

**Passive buildings**
The idea of passive houses originated in Germany in the 1970, and it is now developing into a rapidly growing market in Europe, with a few examples available in the U.S. New European legislation requires that all new homes built in or after 2011 have to meet passive house standards. The rationale for the requirement is the understanding that HVAC is a major contributor to the overall energy budget of a building, and passive buildings reduce this fraction substantially.

**Passive heating**
The heating in passive buildings has two main components: (1) a well insulated, air-tight house, and (2) a heat exchanger. The first component, which results from ultra thick insulation and nearly airtight doors and windows, reduces heat loss through the walls, doors and windows to a minimum. The second component ensures that used inside air can be replaced by clean air without significant loss of heat. In a fully developed passive house, these two components ensure that a passive house uses only about five percent of the energy used in a conventional house for heating. A part of the heating energy required by passive houses comes from appliances and people living or working in the house. Therefore, very little additional heat is required, which can be provided by solar energy through windows and solar collectors. If combined with solar thermal energy (see section on Heat), a secondary heater can be integrated; thus eliminating the need for any conventional thermal radiator.

In order to avoid problems of stagnant air and mold due to the sealed character of passive houses, which initially hampered these houses, newer passive houses include a central ventilation system to ensure sufficient exchange of inside and outside air. A central piece of the ventilation system is a heat exchanger, which ensures that the energy stored in the used but warmer inside air is transferred to the cleaner, colder outside air.

Besides much lower energy requirements, passive houses also exhibit several other differences with respect to conventional houses. Importantly, temperature is homogeneous throughout the house with walls, floors and the basements all having the same temperature. Thus, the thermal comfort of the inhabitants/users is greatly improved. There is no draft and
air quality is equal throughout the house. The complex windows are air-tight when closed and ensure low heat loss.

Most of the passive buildings built to date are in German-speaking countries and in Scandinavia. In these countries, the required parts are available off-the-shelf, making building costs only five to seven percent higher than for conventional houses. The additional costs are rapidly recouped through energy savings. Therefore, many schools and other public buildings in Europe are now built according to passive house standards.

These experiences show that passive buildings are the future. For the time being, there are a number of serious obstacles that prevent the development of a broad market for passive houses in the U.S. For one, many of the required parts, including the complex windows, the low-energy-flow glass and the heat exchangers, are currently not available off-the-shelf in the U.S., thus leading to much higher building costs. Another serious obstacle is the fact that the standard design of common U.S. homes and commercial buildings is not compatible with passive house requirements. For example, sliding windows, the standard in many U.S. homes, are more difficult to seal than windows like the standard European window, which opens like a door. In addition, many U.S. homes lack a central ventilation system. Finally, U.S. methods for assessing the environmental quality of housing also do not account for passive buildings: the LEED point system, for example, does not recognize the heat exchanger as a plus.

**Passive Cooling**

A potential of passive houses not explored so far is their use in warm to hot climates, where the heat exchanger could be used to keep the heat out and the cool air inside. Such a version could potentially provide a large U.S. market with substantial energy savings.

Passive methods of keeping buildings cooler, often much cooler, than outside temperatures have been in use for millennia. These “natural” methods include the funneling of cool breezes through open windows; the use of evaporation from fountains to provide cooling; using building materials able to absorb excess heat during the day; and avoiding heat through shading, insulation, optimal building orientation and the use of appropriate vegetation close to the building. These natural methods often take advantage of daily fluctuations in temperatures and relative humidity.

The first priority in passive cooling has to be ‘keeping cool.’ Preventing heat from entering the building is the most efficient cooling strategy. Sunlight absorbed by the roof, walls and windows is the primary source of heat gain and needs to be combated, for example, by reflective surfaces, effective insulation, shading (roof overhangs, vegetation and built structures) and proper orientation of the building. Increasing roof reflectance alone can reduce the cooling costs by almost half. Windows need to be air-tight in order to prevent hot air from entering. Double-glazed windows with selective reflective films greatly reduce infrared energy entering the house. Proper insulation, which is relatively inexpensive, durable and works all year, contributes significantly to a reduction of heat gain (or loss
during colder days). Shading the house can decrease indoor temperatures by 20°F (11°C) with well-placed plants being one of the most successful shading strategies. By using this strategy, some low buildings may see up to a 50 percent reduction in energy use for cooling. In particular, deciduous trees near the building provide shade in summer for large parts of the building surface (including roof, walls and driveway) while they let sunlight pass in the winter. Exterior and interior shading structures also help reduce unwanted heat gain, although exterior shades are generally superior. Overhangs can be dimensioned to fully shade windows during hot periods, when the sun is high up, but to let the sun reach the windows during cooler seasons when the sun is lower in the sky. Summertime passive cooling and wintertime passive heating can be achieved through adjustable overhangs.

The shape of a building and its placing on the property also greatly impacts heat gain and thus energy needed for cooling. Depending on the prevailing climate, building materials, ceiling height, the size and height of windows and the compactness of the floor plan are important elements to consider. Most regions in the U.S. have a climate requiring summer cooling and winter heating. In this situation, an east-west oriented axis allows maximum heat gain in winter while it reduces exposure of the building to the hot afternoon sun in summer. Moreover, in many locations, it takes best advantage of the prevailing wind directions for cooling.

Reduction of heat gain alone is not sufficient to keep buildings comfortable. In combination with passive cooling techniques, however, heat reduction can be used to increase thermal comfort. Natural ventilation, usually through open windows, is an efficient means to cool interior spaces. Opening windows/ventilation during cooler nights can be a very effective and efficient way to cool a building. However, ventilation depends a lot on the choice of the window dimensions. Window design therefore has a great effect on the quantity and direction of airflow through a building. For example, sliding and double-hung windows cut airflow in half. Long, tall windows that open on the top or bottom can admit cooler air at ground level or vent hot air at the ceiling. For good ventilation, the operable window area should be 20 percent of the floor area with the openings equally split between windward and leeward walls. Opening windows at the lowest and highest point of the building can create a chimney effect and increase ventilation. Ventilation of the spaces that collect a lot of heat is also important. In hot, dry climates, cooling by evaporation is very efficient, and properly placed fountains can create cool air for ventilation into the building. Finally, the coupling of thermal mass with ventilation works well in hot, dry climates with large day-night temperature differences. Here, the utilization of cool nights to build a reservoir of cool air in the basement of buildings can be an efficient approach (see, for example, the WMO building in Geneva). Phase change materials can be included in the design to extract unwanted heat during the day, and release it at night. The cooling itself can make use of passive systems, for example, with water-based systems where the water is flowing through the ground. These systems, often denoted as Earth tubes, ground-coupled heat exchanges, etc. are often a viable and economical alternative to conventional heating, cooling, or heat pumps.
Summary
HVAC (including hot water production) is an area with large potential savings both in costs and in carbon emission. The working group recommends that the University make a concerted effort to incorporate elements of passive buildings where possible. Since a number of these elements and methods are not yet standard for the U.S. market, developing sustainable skills in HVAC would benefit from cooperation between private companies and university experts. Such cooperation could both benefit the campus and form the basis for a more sustainable building infrastructure in the wider Reno-Sparks area. For example, the College of Engineering could engage with local companies to create internships that would build mutually beneficial relationships between students and those companies.

Equipment
Although many work processes (transportation, operation of equipment, building processes, preparation of food, etc.) have the potential for increased energy efficiency, the main reduction of carbon emissions most likely will result from a substitution of fossil fuels through renewable sources. The working group recommends that high-efficiency, low-energy processes and equipment be chosen wherever possible. In support of this, we recommend the creation of an inventory of high-efficiency, low-energy alternatives for equipment frequently used at the University, so that those who have to make purchasing decisions could consult this inventory.

The area of transportation deserves special attention. For the immediate future, electric vehicles would seem to be the logical priority for on-campus transportation. However, hydrogen-powered vehicles may eventually prove to be a more viable avenue, particularly if these are combined with on-site hydrogen production from renewable energy sources. Charging electric vehicles with solar power would further reduce the University's carbon footprint. In an overall balance, it is more efficient to charge the batteries at a stationary solar charging station than to integrate solar panels into the car design. Therefore, using solar energy to charge vehicles would require that these vehicles have batteries that are easy to exchange, so that “recharging” basically is reduced to the exchange of batteries at the charging station.

For long-distance, off-campus transportation, the working group recommends that the highest priority be given to fuel-efficient cars; including hybrid cars, where possible.

Virtual Energy
Most institutions do not have direct control over the virtual energy of the materials, products, and services they purchase. However, a sustainable-minded choice between similar items takes into account the amount and sources of the virtual energy attached to an item. The working group recommends that preference be given to products that are lower in virtual energy from fossil sources, even if this results in slight increases in direct costs. For many products, a significant fraction of the virtual energy of materials, products, and services stems
from transportation. Therefore, we recommend making the effort to reduce virtual energy due to transport both for materials and products but also for bringing services, visitors and staff to the University. For materials and products frequently used on campus, it would be helpful to have an inventory of these items emphasizing the virtual energy caused by long-distance travel and providing alternatives with shorter travel requirements.

It can be expected that information about the virtual energy content of an increasing number of products will be made available as part of the product specifications. For those materials, products and services frequently used at the University, we recommend the establishment of an inventory of the virtual energy associated with these items and that would be expanded as more information becomes available. It is important for this inventory to distinguish between fossil and renewable virtual energy. Such an inventory would be an important support for those who make purchasing decisions. A frequent review of the products actually ordered and a comparison to those listed in the inventory would indicate to what extent the University utilizes the potential of reducing carbon emissions through reduction of fossil virtual energy imported to campus.

Production

The working group expects that on-campus energy production will mainly be in the form of heat and electricity. In the future, production of hydrogen could also be an option. The main available energy sources are solar and wind. There is only limited potential for on-campus production of heat and electricity using geothermal energy, biomass and waste (except for heat pumps and passive cooling, which may be considered a special form of geothermal energy.)

Heat

Solar Thermal Energy

The term solar thermal energy (STE) denotes the technology for harnessing solar energy for thermal energy (heat.) This technology uses different types of collectors to convert light into heat and to store the heat in a fluid thermal mass (most often, water). In many cases, STE is most effective if the heat stored in the thermal mass can be made available for several uses, for example, space heating and hot water supply.

It makes sense to distinguish three types of solar thermal collectors, depending on the temperature of the fluid medium used to store the heat: (1) low-temperature, (2) medium-temperature and (3) high-temperature collectors. Low temperature collectors are normally flat plates, and these collectors are generally used to heat swimming pools. Medium-temperature collectors are either a set of tubes or flat plates and their main application is to provide hot water for residential and commercial uses. High temperature collectors use mirrors or lenses to concentrate sunlight, and these collectors are mainly used for electric
power production. These high temperature collectors are different from photovoltaics, which convert solar energy directly into electricity.

It is interesting to note that in many countries the production of hot water for residential and commercial use is already widely based on STE, and in an increasing number of countries, STE is a mandatory element in the building code. In the U.S., however, more than 75 percent of the installed STE capacity is used for heating swimming pools. Therefore, a broader use of STE still has a great potential to offset carbon emissions in the U.S.

Figure 6.4 shows the general elements of a STE for hot water production. STE for this application is a very well developed technology. The cost-benefit ratio is very good, both in terms of direct and indirect cost-benefits. STE is easy to integrate in new buildings and is relatively easy to add to existing buildings. STE is cost-efficient wherever sufficient amounts of hot water are required.

Systems that combine water-based heating of buildings with production of hot potable water are available. In these cases, either the thermal mass is split into two parts (one for heating and one for potable water), or a highly efficient heat exchanger is integrated, which can produce hot potable water on demand.

We recommend a careful review of all systems currently in use for the production of hot potable water and hot water for other uses and a transition of these systems to STE wherever possible. In the future, fuel cells could be used as a secondary heater in an STE system. This would allow for a combination of STE with hydrogen.

Figure 6.4: Typical structure of a STE system for production of hot water. A fluid (either water or another fluid) is used to transport heat from the solar collector to a solar accumulator with sufficient thermal mass. A secondary heater (gas, electricity, or perhaps hydrogen) is available to provide heat when demand is greater than what the collector is delivering. The heat stored in the solar accumulator is used to produce hot water when needed and this water is distributed for different uses, for example, washing or space heating.
Geothermal heat

Geothermal heat is an alternative in some areas. In this case, heat exchangers can be used to transfer heat from the geothermal fluid (often water with a number of contaminants) to water as thermal mass. Transport of either the geothermal fluid or the thermal mass is inevitably associated with heat loss and should therefore be as short as possible. This is a severe limitation for wide use of geothermal heat. However, geothermal sources close to buildings are an element that is definitely worth integrating into the system for hot water production.

Biomass

Before the availability of fossil fuels, biomass had been the most important source of heat for millennia. However, combustion of biomass is associated with many pollution problems and any use of biomass for on-campus heat production would require very careful consideration of the impact of biomass combustion on the carbon cycle (see section on biofuels) and pollution. If pollution can be limited, then using available biomass (which otherwise would be subject to natural degradation) instead of fossil fuels not only keeps fossil carbon out of the active carbon cycle but also reduces methane emissions effectively. Therefore, using biomass as fuel for heat production may be a viable option.

Electricity

Electricity production in the U.S. is heavily based on fossil fuels (Figure 6.5). In 2006, a total of 70.5 percent of U.S. electricity was produced from fossil fuels, 19.3 percent from nuclear power and only 9.5 percent from renewable sources. It is therefore likely that the electricity imported to the campus largely originates from fossil fuels. Consequently, any action to increase the fraction of renewable sources locally will considerably reduce the University's carbon emission.

In the following, we consider production of electric energy independent of its usage. The assumption is that there is a circuit that can absorb electric energy as input at any time and can ensure the energy is stored, if not needed.
Using photovoltaic panels for the conversion of solar energy into electric energy is an increasingly developed technology that has the important advantage of being easily scalable. Solar panels are scalable from small, simple panels for outside lights or the charging of small equipment to very large power plants with thousands of individual panels. Today, solar panels are available as design elements of building facades and roof covers. Therefore, on-campus production of electric energy from solar light is a fully scalable avenue to a significant offset of fossil fuels. In Northern Nevada, solar energy is very abundant and therefore an important alternative. Therefore, we recommend the increase of on-campus production of electricity from solar energy. As in the case of wind energy, solar energy is a supply-driven energy, with large seasonal and diurnal variations. These variations are a challenge, but since solar energy is not likely to develop into our main energy source in the near future, the electric grid should be able to accommodate such variations in energy supply for some time.

The working group recommends the use of solar energy to charge batteries for on-campus use of equipment, thus avoiding any exchange with the electrical grid. Extending this form of usage requires careful planning of a campus-wide system of equipment using the same batteries so that batteries charged in central locations can be used for a wide range of equipment. Currently, a lack of standardization and common batteries for a large set of equipment hampers the planning of such concepts, but it can be expected that such standardization will happen in the future.
A future form of storage of solar energy may be hydrogen. In this case, fuel cells (see section on hydrogen and fuel cells) appear to be the means for conversion of hydrogen into electric energy. For a research institution, the still pending technical development needed in order to make this route fully economical is not so much to be considered a challenge but an opportunity.

Captured wind energy is today most commonly converted into electric energy which is then supplied to the grid. This energy source is highly intermittent and in most locations exhibits intra-seasonal and often very large sub-daily variations in availability. Wind energy depends mainly on the velocity and mass of the air, with the latter depending exponentially on elevation. Most wind energy is associated with infrequent high wind speeds. At any location, the potential can be expressed as wind power density.

Without considerable means of storage, wind energy is a fuel and not a capacity saver. If electricity based on wind is fed directly into the grid, intermittency and limited short-term predictability pose considerable problems for the grid operators. Different forms of storage are in use, for example, storage of the energy in hydropower. In the future, on-site production of hydrogen may be an alternative. The first wind farm producing on-site hydrogen opened recently in Europe, thus turning this energy into a demand-driven one. However, this development is in an initial state.

For classical wind farms to be productive, the average wind power density has to exceed a certain threshold. It is uncertain that this threshold is reached in many locations in the Reno-Sparks area. Considering the current limitations of converting wind energy into electrical energy and the limited options for storage, as well as the associated investments, wind energy does not appear to be a promising candidate for on-campus energy production. However, increasingly highly efficient small wind generators are being developed, which could be an interesting addition to the mix of energy sources exploited on campus. Particularly in wind-prone places around buildings, these new turbines could be installed and thus help to offset the use of fossil fuels for the University’s energy supply.

In most locations with high geothermal energy potential, this energy source is relatively steady and is therefore an interesting addition to an energy system. In particular, geothermal energy is well suited for heating (including the production of hot water, see section on Heat). However, production of electricity from geothermal energy requires considerable investments in infrastructure and operation. Therefore, on-campus conversion of geothermal energy into electric energy does not appear to be a reasonable alternative for the University.

In principle, biomass (see section on biofuels for a definition) can be used for generation of electric energy. In its generation, biomass extracts carbon dioxide (CO₂) from the atmosphere. During processes of biodegradation, the carbon is returned as a mixture of mainly CO₂ and methane. Most energy production from biomass not only replaces the same amount of fossil fuels but also shifts the composition of the carbon emission to CO₂ almost.
exclusively. Thus, utilizing available biomass for energy production has two major advantages compared to the use of fossil fuels and biodegradation of the available biomass: it keeps fossil carbon out of the active carbon cycle and it reduces the emission of methane. Biodegradation through rotting can result in an emitted carbon mix with up to 50 percent methane, open burning still produces five to ten percent methane, while controlled combustion in a power plant results in a nearly complete conversion of the carbon stored in the biomass to carbon dioxide. However, productivity of the gathering ground around a power plant limits the size of power plants using biomass as fuels, and long-distance transports of biomass to larger power plants is not economical. Even smaller-sized biomass power plants, that are increasingly common in Europe, are not considered of any relevance for on-campus production of electricity.

Long term, fuel cells are expected to develop into a versatile source for electric energy on demand. However, fuel cells offset fossil fuels only if powered by hydrogen. Since the generation of electric energy with fuel cells also produces heat, fuel cells are used most efficiently if both the generated electricity and heat are utilized.

Biofuels

Biofuels are solid liquid or gaseous fuels obtained from biomass. Here biomass is defined as living or recently dead biological material that can be used directly as fuel, converted into fuels, or used for industrial production. In the context of the renewable energy discussion, biomass includes, for example, plants grown for energy or other production (e.g., wood, sugar cane and oil palms), trash such as dead trees and branches, wood chips, etc. It also includes plant or animal matter utilized for the production of fibers, chemicals or heat. Biodegradable waste that can be burned as fuel or converted into other energy carriers (e.g., gas) is also considered biomass. The term biomass excludes organic material which has been transformed over time by geological processes into substances such as oil, natural gas, and coal.

Biomass as defined above is part of the carbon cycle and thus can have a detrimental impact on overall carbon emission if biomass production disturbs the carbon cycle, for example, through land use change such as deforestation. Therefore, any use of biomass for energy generation needs careful consideration of the overall effect on the carbon cycle. Agrofuels, which are biofuels produced from specific crops rather than waste materials or processes, can compete with food production and thus cause serious collateral societal problems. In fact, a number of studies have shown that the overall impact of agrofuels is to increase carbon emission, if carbon emissions associated with land-use changes are accounted for. This and the impact on food production have led the European Commission to dramatically increase limitations on the import of biofuels. In the U.S., the discussion is still ongoing and a clear trend has not yet emerged.

Biofuels are most commonly used to power vehicles, heat homes, and for cooking. Two main strategies are commonly used for the production of liquid and gaseous agrofuels leading to
either ethyl alcohol (from yeast fermentation of plants high in sugar) or oil (from plants high in oil content). New developments also indicate that algae high in oil content can be used to convert biomass into oil. The University is engaged in cutting-edge research in this field.

Opportunities for on-campus production of biofuels through these processes appear limited due to space requirements, except for algae, which can be exploited with much lower space requirements. We recommend continued research in this area and the University could potentially support this through actually employing the emerging technology in a pilot test site, maybe in partnership with commercial partners.

Considering the potential negative effects of biofuel production, particularly for agrofuels, on land use and food supply, importing biofuels for on-campus production of heat and/or electric energy or for use in University vehicles requires careful attention with respect to the origin of these biofuels and an assessment of the overall cycle. Since biofuels produced out of waste biomass appear to be associated with less potentially negative impacts, we recommend that these be given preference.

**Hydrogen and fuel cells**

The combination of hydrogen as energy carrier and fuel cells for the extraction of energy from hydrogen is increasingly considered the most sustainable avenue to a clean-energy economy. Electrochemical extraction of energy from hydrogen via fuel cells is an especially clean method of meeting power requirements, particularly if the hydrogen is produced with renewable energy sources. It is important to note that hydrogen is an energy carrier, not an energy source. Hydrogen must be produced by adding energy from other energy sources. Although in this process, fossil fuels could be used as the energy source, and hydrogen could be (and currently is) produced from subsurface reservoirs of methane, natural gas, coals, oil shale, a truly sustainable approach would solely use renewable energy sources to extract hydrogen from water. Combustion of hydrogen in internal combustion engines, which is similar to petroleum combustion, results in nitrogen oxides as by-products and is therefore not the most sustainable option. Hydrogen fuel cells emit only water during use.

However, hydrogen is only as clean as the energy sources that were used to produce it. In the U.S., since most currently available hydrogen is produced with fossil fuels, the overall energy budget of available hydrogen is heavily biased towards fossil fuels. This will continue to be the case unless hydrogen is produced using electricity generated by hydroelectric, geothermal, solar, wind or other clean power sources.

A comprehensive assessment of the renewable energy-hydrogen chain has to take into consideration the impacts of an extended solar-hydrogen economy, including the production, use and disposal of infrastructure and energy converters. Although there are currently several pending technical issues, solutions for these issues increasingly appear and promising avenues are emerging. As a result, many entities are investing in technology development and
building infrastructure for a hydrogen-based economy, including European countries; energy producers in Germany; car builders in Japan; and the aerospace industry in the United States.

**Summary and Recommendations**

In most cases, reducing fossil fuels through reducing energy usage, both direct and virtual, will be the most cost-effective approach. Energy production based on renewable sources is currently still associated with considerable investments and should only be considered in conjunction with reduction of usage.

Currently, the most likely viable renewable energy source is solar heat, followed by solar electricity. The technology for the former is developed to a high level and advanced off-the-shelf solutions are available. Solar heat can easily be stored using water as thermal mass. Moreover, using water as thermal mass, solar heat can be combined with other energy sources (gas, oil, electricity and biomass) in order to bridge gaps with insufficient solar heating. However, full utilization requires building infrastructure that preferably uses water-based heating. Systems that integrate hot-water provision and space heating with hot water increase the overall efficiency of the solar heating, since the heat stored in the thermal mass can be extracted for both uses when needed.

Currently, solar electricity would use the electrical grid for storage and bridging of temporal variations in energy availability. For specific applications, such as suitable outside lighting, portable equipment, cars and other vehicles, etc., solar energy could also be stored locally in suitable batteries.

Future alternatives may include storage of supply-based renewable energy in hydrogen and the use of fuel cells for the production of electricity and heat when needed. Many studies of long-term sustainable energy concepts agree that only a combination of solar energy as the source and hydrogen as the main energy storage and carrier provides a viable long-term route. Therefore, the working group recommends University support of focused research on this technology through a combination of research activities and pilot operational facilities.
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Transportation
TRANSPORTATION

Parking Services Initiatives

The University of Nevada, Reno has no land available for additional surface parking lots. All new parking spaces must be added within existing parking structures at a cost of $15,000 per space. The Parking and Transportation Services Department has implemented a series of initiatives in an effort to reduce the demand for parking and to encourage the campus community to use alternate modes of transportation to get to campus. Combined, these initiatives have reduced the need to construct approximately 1,270 new campus parking spaces, saving the University an estimated $19 million in construction costs.

Wolf Pass Bus Program – Campus members may purchase a subsidized Wolf Pass, which allows them unlimited access to all of the city busses for a significantly reduced fee. Carson City residents are also eligible to purchase an INTERCITY bus pass at a subsidized rate to ride the bus to and from Reno, as well.

Carpool Program – Campus members who register as carpoolers receive a convenient reserved carpool parking space; share the cost of the parking permit with their carpool partner(s); receive a “Free Friday” parking permit which allows carpoolers to drive to campus separately on Fridays; and receive five free daily parking permits to use on days when carpooling is not possible.

For those in need of a carpool partner, www.alternetrides.com provides a free and confidential match list. This list features maps showing the approximate locations of potential rideshare partners along with basic contact information.

Bicycle Program - Bicyclists are provided free registration and free use of hundreds of bicycle parking racks and air stations located throughout campus. Bicycle lockers are available for a nominal fee. Bicycle racks and lockers are continually added on campus as demand increases. Five free daily vehicle parking permits are provided to bicyclists for days when bicycling is not possible.

Circus–Circus Program – The University has an agreement with the Circus-Circus Casino and Hotel to use 100 parking spaces in the Circus-Circus parking structures. Since campus members come and go at different times of day—and different days of the week—150 free parking permits can be allocated for these structures.
Motorcycle Program – Most motorcycle spaces are in areas that are too small or irregular for vehicles to park in, and motorcycles use less space on campus, so parking permit fees for motorcycles have remained low over the past seven years. New motorcycle spaces continue to be added on campus to accommodate the growing number of motorcyclists.

The Highlands Program – The University has an agreement with The Highlands management to provide a shuttle service to the apartments allowing up to 700 student residents to shuttle to campus and leave their vehicles behind.

Walking Program – Walking is a great option for anyone who lives close to campus. Sidewalks and pedestrian paths are located throughout the campus and city for pedestrians. Five free daily parking permits are provided to those who register at the parking office as a walker.

Alternate Fuels - The Parking and Transportation Department runs most of their campus shuttle buses on biodiesel fuels. This helps reduce our overall carbon footprint.

Marketing Approach

Students - Students are given information about all transportation programs at advising sessions in Las Vegas, Sacramento and Reno; at new student orientations; on the Parking Services website; in the student newspaper; in annual permit renewal letters; and in fliers mailed to their home before they arrive on campus. Information is also disseminated during residence hall move-in; an informational table outside of Canada Hall educates students about their parking options. In 2009, Parking Services participated in the Green Summit presenting information about the University’s alternate transportation programs. Parking Services will continue to participate in this event.

Faculty and Staff - Faculty and Staff are given information about all parking and transportation programs at all new hire orientations; in annual permit renewal letters; at the Staff Employees Council open house; and on the Parking Services website. In addition, specific carpool flyers are sent to spouses who work together on campus to encourage carpooling to campus.

Large signs are placed around the campus promoting alternate transportation.
Table 1: Changes in Permit Numbers

The following summarizes the increases in the use of alternate modes of transportation between 2001 and 2008.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Fall 2001</th>
<th>Fall 2008</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bicycles</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>470</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motorcycles</td>
<td>138</td>
<td>270</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bus Passes</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>553</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carpoolers</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>228</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Circus Circus</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>113</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>College Park Apartments</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>209</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TOTAL</strong></td>
<td><strong>338</strong></td>
<td><strong>1,843</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: The following summarizes the changes in transportation patterns between 2001 and 2008.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fall</th>
<th>Drive Alone to Campus</th>
<th>Use Alternate Modes of Transportation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2001</td>
<td>58%</td>
<td>42%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>43%</td>
<td>57%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Future Initiatives

Short-Term Initiatives

- In 2009, in addition to the current marketing approaches already in place, Parking Services participated in Earth Week, April 18-24, with a different alternate transportation focus each day of the week. Local vendors were contacted to donate raffle prizes for those who registered as new alternate transportation users. The student organization Flipside was also involved in Earth Week and assisted in promoting the event to students.
- Parking Services participated in the Green Summit in 2009 by promoting the OPTIONS campaign.
- Parking Services promoted the bicycle program during “Bike to Work Day” in May 2009 by hosting a table outside of the student union and offering promotional items to encourage more riders.
- Future marketing incentives will include sending fliers to the sorority and fraternity houses in fall 2009 to encourage the walking program and the associated incentives.

Long-Term Initiatives

- Provide electric vehicle charging stations.
- Explore the feasibility of a car share and/or bike share program.
- Continue to work with the Regional Transportation Commission (RTC) to provide more cost-effective commuter options.
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Campus Life
CAMPUS LIFE

The University of Nevada, Reno is committed to reducing its carbon footprint in the years ahead. We recognize the value of environmental sustainability and are aware of our responsibility to the community and the world at large. By creating a culture of sustainability and environmental sensitivity, we can attract students, faculty and donors and subsequently, enhance our reputation. Our goal as a university is to put that awareness into practice. The Campus Life Working Group has focused on actions that can be implemented immediately, and on the continuing education of faculty, staff and students about issues of sustainability. By bringing attention to “little actions,” a large difference can be made regarding sustainability on the campus and in our community. The Campus Life Working Group sees itself as the University liaison to the students, and as such, we feel it is vital that sustainability initiatives be undertaken hand-in-hand with our students. We want to provide members of our campus community with the proper tools so they can make educated decisions and in turn, pass this knowledge and experience on to others.

Staff members already engaged in sustainability efforts, continue to pick the low-hanging fruit. They switch out light bulbs across campus, gaining energy efficiency along the way. They design new construction to LEED Silver certification standards. Campus dining services has increased the foods sourced from regional growers. Each year approximately 350 tons of paper and cardboard and over 55,000 lbs of aluminum cans, tin cans, glass bottles and plastic bottles are collected from the bins located around campus. These recyclables are picked up, sorted and delivered to recycling centers. All of these efforts support the University Presidents Climate Commitment to achieve carbon neutrality.

The challenge lies in portraying the shift to sustainability as a community-wide goal, the success of which will strengthen the entire University. Students’ enthusiasm to think innovatively about their place in a rapidly changing world must be nurtured. All members of the University community must feel inspired to embrace the vision of a sustainable campus as their own. The Campus Life Working Group tackled this issue and in this chapter, presents an overview of current progress toward sustainability at the University and recommends next steps for further reducing our carbon footprint. We examined five components of sustainability efforts: campus culture, food services, purchasing, recycling and energy/water use. Each section describes current efforts and future goals.

The Campus Life Working Group, which is composed of faculty, staff, students and community members, agreed that in order to determine what needed to be done, we needed to first establish the types of environmental sustainability practices and projects already in place at the University. We are delighted to report that in the past several years, the University has taken significant steps to become a more environmentally sustainable campus, and that there is an increasing number of groups—both student and faculty—working to
promote sustainability and conservation through education, special events and community activism.

University of Nevada, Reno Sustainability Efforts

- The new Marguerite Watts Petersen Athletic Academic Center received Leadership in Energy and Environment Design (LEED) Silver certification by the U.S. Green Building Council—the first LEED accredited building constructed on the University campus.
- The Joe Crowley Student Union has many “green” features including the use of natural light, recycled materials and energy-efficient technologies. In 2007, a photovoltaic energy system — with 112 power-generating solar panels—was placed on the roof generating the equivalent of $7,200 of energy each year.
- Solar panels on the Nye residence hall, which opened in 1967, have been helping to heat the building’s water for more than 25 years.
- In 2005, there was a total of 7,732 pounds of recyclable material collected on campus. That number nearly quadrupled in 2006 to 27,910 pounds. 2007 ended with a total of 61,652 pounds, more than double the total amount collected in 2006.
- The University’s Food Services has made a commitment of 1 percent of the meal plan revenue to go towards funding sustainable initiatives on campus. They are in the pilot stage of a food composting project in conjunction with the student club, EnAct (Environmental Action Team).
- Food Services has an agreement in place to recycle fryer shortening with a local biofuels group. Paper product recycling bins have been placed in the dining halls and catering facilities, in addition to the glass and plastic recycling containers.
- Recycling is promoted across campus. Drop-off locations and appropriate containers are added regularly.
- Food Services has partnered with a local grower in a commitment to add locally produced products to campus menus.
- Students produced and hosted the first “Trashion Show,” a fashion show featuring clothing made from reclaimed trash, in conjunction with Earth Day and repeated the show on campus and at a local eco-event in 2009.
- University-initiated water conservation efforts included the replacement of natural turf with artificial turf on athletic practice and playing fields.
- The University constructed a Renewable Energy Laboratory at the Redfield Campus to promote research in the areas of solar, wind, hydrogen and geothermal. An interdisciplinary Renewable Energy Minor began in 2007; this program is designed to expose students to the technical, economic and social issues relevant to renewable energy.
The Renewable Energy Center was established in 2009 as a collaborative effort among four colleges within the University: Agriculture, Biotechnology and Natural Resources; Business; Engineering; and Science. The Center will coordinate programs for competitive research to increase Nevada’s national stature in the renewable energy field.

- The University's Parking and Transportation Department uses biodiesel fuels for campus shuttles and subsidizes public transportation for faculty and students. They also support National Bike Month each May.
- The University has an ENERGY STAR® policy to ensure the purchase of energy-efficient electronics.
- The University promotes environmental sustainability efforts by providing training and expertise to the community and state.

**Mathewson-IGT Knowledge Center**

The Mathewson-IGT Knowledge Center was designed to include the latest energy-efficient technologies. Sustainable design features incorporated into the building will result in significant cost savings for the University.

**Sustainable attributes of this building include:**

- A large atrium provides natural light for much of the building.
- Southside window shades protect the interior from heat in the summer and allow for maximum sunlight in the winter.
- Grids inside the windows bounce light into the interior.
- Lights in the stacks are motion-activated and dim when no one is present.
- Computer controlled blinds on large windows produce maximum energy efficiency throughout the day.
- Sensors in all staff offices turn out lights when offices are vacant.
- All lights are energy efficient.
- Skylights are installed in several areas.
- Temperature controls are state-of-the-art and computerized by zones.
- The building’s plate and frame heat exchanger allows the building to be cooled without running the building’s chillers when outdoor temperatures are below 70-75 degrees F. This saves considerable electrical energy as chiller’s compressors do not need to run and it lowers the building’s operating cost.
- The chilled water design for the air conditioning system saves energy dollars and eliminates the need for chemical treatments.
- Glazing on windows eliminates ultraviolet light.
- The building’s roof is white to reflect heat.
- Recycle stations are incorporated throughout the building and are easily accessible.
- Faucets, toilets and lights in the restrooms are controlled by motion-sensors.
- Carpet is installed in tile blocks which can be easily and economically replaced in small sections when necessary.
Securing Campus Commitment to Change

The Campus Life Working Group encourages collaborative approaches to improving campus sustainability measures. It is vital that both administration and students share in the responsibility and decision-making process as we move the University toward carbon neutrality. The Campus Life Working Group recognizes the shift toward sustainability is as much about the process as the destination. Much of our institutional sustainability can be accomplished behind the scenes, through operational efficiencies, but ultimately our success is dependent on the campus community’s commitment to change. The following section addresses how the University can implement this change and achieve buy-in from the University community.

Encouraging Student Activism

One of the University's immediate objectives is to support and harness student sustainability activism. As student energy awareness is in large part achieved through peer education, the University should focus on its ability to create durable and lasting incentives and/or institutional structures to facilitate the following goals:

- Increase the publicity and visibility of global, local and campus environmental issues.
- Foster a green culture on campus by introducing sustainable practices in all aspects of campus life.
- Become a leader in campus energy conservation and efficiency, as well as greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions reduction.

A campus with a visible and widespread green culture will promote sustainability and increase energy awareness. Energy conservation efforts should begin to emerge organically from the bottom up when there is administrative support for student initiatives. There are many small personal changes that can add up; these changes should be actively promoted and encouraged. In addition to encouraging students, the Campus Life Working Group recognizes that faculty and staff also need to take a greater interest and level of ownership in relation to their activities and be aware of the impact they may have on the environment.

To encourage our campus community to become more committed to environmental sustainability, the Campus Life Working Group worked with the Academy for the Environment and student groups to initiate the following:

- A sustainability survey was designed by the Campus Life Working Group. It is scheduled to be administered campus-wide in fall 2009. The results of this survey will be used to gather baseline data and to create a database that will help educate and provide information to the campus community.
- A campus sustainability website was designed and launched in May 2009. This website can also serve as a recruitment tool for prospective students.
The Campus Life Working Group is compiling a list of existing sustainability projects for a database.

Working with the Reno Bike Project (RBP) and University Parking, two additional bike stations were added to campus. Partnering with Residential Life and the ASUN Bookstore, RBP will now carry bike supplies and offer repair instructions. RBP has also volunteered to hold bicycle repair classes on campus.

The Campus Life Working Group is working with students to design a Green Guide that will be distributed to all incoming freshman at orientation. Scheduled to be completed by fall 2009, this guide will provide resources to current students and be featured on the Sustainability website. The Green Guide will include facts about current campus sustainability practices, community contacts, energy facts, recycling information and a section devoted to what each person can do to make a difference.

Working with the Campus Life Working Group, three student groups (EnAct Environmental Action Team, the Ecohydrology Club and SAIWI [The Student Association for International Water Issues]) are planning the first UNR Energy Wars in October 2009. Energy Wars is a competition between residence halls on campus to promote energy conservation.

Color posters were designed to raise awareness and emphasize “Thinking Green.”

A Student Sustainability Pledge was drafted by students to be added to new student orientation packets.

Endorsed the creation of a sustainability news column in the student newspaper, the Nevada Sagebrush. A weekly or monthly sustainability column will engage a broader student and alumni interest in green initiatives both on campus and nationally.

Student sustainability initiatives have played a significant role in spreading the word about environmental awareness. By actively endorsing student-run energy awareness and peer education initiatives as part of a coherent, long-term energy conservation strategy, the University will gain access to a highly motivated constituency that is dedicated to reducing the University’s carbon footprint. Student energy conservation initiatives at other universities have yielded significant positive results in all areas including monetary savings, energy conservation, CO₂ emissions reduction and positive national media attention.

Creating an environmentally savvy, or “green” culture, on campus will not only improve the University’s energy efficiency and public image, it will impart all students with a sense of their own commitment to adopting sustainable lifestyles they will carry with them when they leave our University.
Future Goals
The following are future goals to change the campus culture to a more environmentally sustainable one; however, they will require support from the entire university community:

- **Establish Campus “Green” Awards.** Campus Green Awards to recognize student organizations/departments with exemplary recycling and conservation programs, and establishing outreach programs to local K-12 schools.

- **Establish an “Eco-Rep” program.** Eco-Reps are students employed by the university to educate and encourage students about living sustainably. The focus of the Eco-Rep program would be to persuade students to recycle and engage them in energy awareness activities.

- **Increase energy awareness by installing energy monitors in residence halls.** Other universities have seen a remarkable decrease in energy use in residence halls after the introduction of a real-time energy monitoring system. Assuming similar success, the cost of installing these monitors and the real-time program software could easily be recouped in a few years and campus energy awareness would increase significantly as a result. (At several universities students pay for their own utilities, namely electricity, rather than having those fees lumped into their residence hall fee. The impetus for this was the need to educate responsibility and the proper use of today’s technologies; additionally it serves to incentivize sustainability needs.)

- **Engage non-sustainability oriented groups and disciplines in campus sustainability initiatives.** The sustainability movement has spanned many different student groups on campus that might potentially contribute to improving campus energy-use awareness. For instance, campus religious groups have recently been emphasizing environmental responsibility; the Arts and Music communities have the potential to produce a significant following. The campus is in a great position to encourage these groups to work together towards the energy conservation goals of the University as a whole.

- **Create an “Eco House” residence hall.** A dedicated residence hall would provide sustainable living options for energy conscious students on campus and allows motivated students to live sustainable lifestyles, and creates a model for sustainable living on campus to which other students might look for information and guidance.

- **Establish a green fund.** A green fund could be created by students from a small student fee. This fund would be collected and reserved for sustainable initiatives and available to students through an application process. These funds would provide the university the opportunity to highlight student activities and facilitate new initiatives.

- **Establish a green revolving loan.** Sustainable design projects often cost more up front than do business-as-usual models, over time these green projects tend to save considerably more money in energy conservation than the initial cost differential. Harvard’s Green Campus Loan Fund (GCLF) is probably the best example of an
effective green revolving loan fund in the nation. With a budget of $12 million, the GCLF provides capital for design projects that promise to reduce University environmental impacts and have a payback period of five years or less. The departments who benefit from the energy savings repay the initial cost of the project with the money they saved at no interest.

- **Clarify the University’s sustainability expectations in human resources processes.** Add specific language to University job announcements, job descriptions and Classified Work Performance Standards that outline the University’s expectations for sustainable practices. (See sample Work Performance Standards in Appendix B below)

- **Clarify the University’s sustainability expectations in purchasing processes.** All purchase orders to vendors should contain language regarding sustainability and sustainable criteria as part of a “basis for award” for all RFPs.

- **Reduce and/or eliminate paper flow.** Utilize electronic signatures and SharePoint to cut down on the use of paper on campus. Initiate a campus-wide transition toward integrated electronic ordering and processing for procurement, accounting, business services and administrative services that will include using e-signatures.

- **Revise records retention policy.** Standardize records retention practices across for electronic storage of items issued in either hardcopy or electronic formats from any office (the office of record) not covered by the current NSHE records schedules. Records should be appraised as appropriate for the legal, administrative, fiscal, and historical value.

- **Incorporate sustainability into the mission of the University.** It is vital that the University’s administration promote and emphasize the importance of sustainability measures across campus and is applauded for its consideration of sustainable practices in the current institutional planning process. The University’s leadership should be encouraged to serve as the role model for environmental change by establishing and investing in proposals that support a sustainable campus.

Environmental conservation begins with individual lifestyle change. The Campus Life Working Group believes the University, as an institution of higher learning, has an obligation not only to be a model of campus energy efficiency, but to equip its student body with the proper knowledge and tools to adopt sustainable lifestyles as they go on to become responsible community members and the leaders of tomorrow.

**Energy Conservation**

Making energy data publicly available can be a highly effective means of educating our University community about their impact on these resources. For example, energy use data can be posted at various locations around campus showing current electricity rates and daily cost of powering each building and the University as a whole. This will raise awareness and provide a reminder to the campus community to turn off unnecessary lights and equipment.
Today's high-tech buildings with their sophisticated mechanical systems require a huge amount of energy. With an ever-expanding university, the reduction of energy and water consumption remains an ongoing challenge.

Possible Energy Conservation Projects

- Continue to improve energy conservation in existing buildings and require the most advanced conservation technology for new buildings.
- Continue to sponsor campus-wide energy conservation drives.
- Create demonstration projects with real-time data monitoring.
- Place energy-use kiosks with meters and or monitors in prominent locations showing averages and trends of floor/lab/building or campus-wide energy use.
- Build electric vehicle charging stations on campus. DRI has done this as has TMCC: http://fides.newstin.com/tag/us/89220761
- Assign a Facilities staff person to promote sustainable practices on campus by participating in decision-making policies within the University and through public education and outreach.

University-sponsored energy conservation drives such as energy contests in residence halls or energy-focused events during Homecoming can ultimately save money and energy. Several universities participate in such events, and one example of a successful inter-collegiate energy conservation competition is the Million Monitor Pledge Drive. This is an annual competition between Smith, Amherst and Mt. Holyoke to amass the greatest number of student pledges promising to put their computers to sleep instead of on screen saver. Students who fulfill their pledges can save an estimated $8.50-$51.00 (depending on the model) per year. Approximately $100 per computer per year can be saved at the University of Nevada, Reno if the computer is completely shut down.

The installation of energy monitoring systems in our University residence halls could lead to dramatic decreases in the amount of energy used by students. Additionally, the potential savings realized by the University could be substantial. Energy monitoring systems have been installed by a number of universities that have proven to be very effective, particularly when used in conjunction with yearly educational competitions.

A Case Study

Oberlin College sets the national standard for residence hall energy monitoring. Oberlin has adapted its residence hall energy monitors to export a real-time data feed of its residence hall energy use to a public access website. The program was installed in 18 residence halls during the 2004-2005 academic year. During a two-week residence hall energy conservation competition in 2005, Oberlin students saved 68,300 kWh and $5,107 in electricity costs and reduced campus greenhouse gas emissions by 148,000 lbs of CO₂ and 1,360 lbs of SO₂. Many
residence halls reduced their energy consumption by over 50 percent, and nearly every residence hall reduced its energy consumption to some degree. This example illustrates the potential for energy awareness among the student body and how that awareness can have a significant impact on how energy is consumed.

**Water Conservation**

Water conservation is a huge issue in the arid West and the University plays a key role in educating students about water usage. In light of this, the University has engaged in a water conservation program in the residence halls that has resulted in a significant reduction of usage. All residence halls are metered by the Truckee Meadows Water Authority (TMWA). Residence hall retrofits have included installation of both low flow showerheads and low flow sink aerators. A major bathroom renovation of Nye Hall in the summer of 2009 included the installation of electronic faucets in all bathrooms to reduce water usage. Installing floor-by-floor water metering and linking it to a common website will provide immediate feedback for students to measure their water consumption. Water conservation projects on campus will be encouraged, supported and could be funded through a Green Fund.

Landscaping practices on campus that are water efficient will be recognized using various signage and in campus publications. In addition to the existing xeriscape gardens and landscaping, more xeriscaping principles could be implemented campus wide. Water conservation projects on campus should be encouraged and supported.

**Possible Water Conservation Projects**

- Policies to support energy savers; sustainable landscape choices for water use and distribution; water-efficient landscape selections and maintenance; and the incorporation of natural features into the campus landscape.
- Plan, design and build water harvesting structures such as functional fountains, rain gardens, bio-retention basins and terraces.
- Install and retrofit where possible electric faucets, waterless urinals and low-flow toilets in all campus buildings using the residence halls as a case study.
- Use low-impact development practices.
- Support and build student gardens, community gardens and composting centers.
- Convert landscape irrigation to take advantage of reclaimed water.
- Replace or reduce turf where appropriate as part of a xeriscape strategy.
Solid Waste Management and Recycling

The University supports the campus-wide bottle, aluminum can, paper and cardboard recycling in residence halls, dining facilities, classrooms and offices. In addition, paper recycling efforts have increased by enlisting more students and faculty to better utilize recycling bins already distributed campus-wide.

The Campus Life Working Group supports eliminating waste streams on campus—with the ultimate goal of a net zero waste campus—through the implementation of “cradle to cradle” processes and practices. It is recommended that an early objective be the reduction and, ultimately, elimination of the paper flow on campus. For example, convert all communications to electronic format. It is vital to educate and encourage the campus community to rethink how they live and work.

There will be continued support for the campus-wide recycling of plastics; aluminum and metal cans; and paper and cardboard. The goal is to maintain the University's capacity to divert recyclable materials from landfill waste generated by dining facilities, residence halls, cafeterias and offices through public awareness campaigns and expanded operations. In addition, continue to increase paper recycling efforts by enlisting more students and faculty to increase their use of recycling bins already distributed campus-wide. A recycling chart (see Appendix A for a chart used in the Knowledge Center) can be distributed electronically to students, faculty and staff. It will also be included in the Green Guide for students. A simplified version could also be posted at recycling locations around campus, as appropriate.

Short-Term Goals (1 year)

- Design a survey to identify waste on campus to determine ways to improve recycling on campus.
- Collect and analyze data about existing campus conservation and recycling efforts.
- Create action plan based on determined needs.
- Design a marketing campaign to educate students, faculty, staff and the community.
- Students will be encouraged to participate in environmental events such as Recycle Mania, Earth Week, and recycling contests among residence halls which use friendly competition to encourage positive awareness of recycling habits and waste prevention methods.
- Reduce waste by 5-10 percent (taking campus growth into account).

Intermediate Goals (1-5 years)

- Enhance and further develop the university-wide Recycling Plan.
- Conduct a study of solid waste cogeneration to determine feasibility.
- Implement a plan to convert organic waste to compost.
- Within three years, the University should have a system in place for conducting campus-wide waste audits, with ongoing measurement and verification capability.
Long Term Goals (5-10 and 10-20+ years)

- Establish a secure funding source to provide for ongoing environmental activities.
- Campus Green Awards to recognize student organizations/departments with exemplary recycling and conservation programs, and establishing outreach programs to local K-12 schools.

Long-Term Waste Reduction/Recycling Goals

- Goal 1: (5-10 years) 50 percent reduction in total weight (per capita) of campus waste
- Goal 2: (5-10 years) Identify and remove or reduce the most environmentally problematic waste leaving campus
- Goal 3: (10-15 years) 80 percent reduction in total weight (per capita) of campus waste
- Goal 4: (20-25 years) 95 percent reduction of total weight of campus waste
- Goal 5: (25-30 years) Zero waste

Purchasing and Administration

The University of Nevada, Reno is committed to sustainable purchasing practices; current sustainable practices include:

- A paper procurement policy for the Copy Center and the Copier Program adopted in 2007.
- At least 30 percent recycled content paper for copy paper
- At least 20 percent recycled content paper for color paper
- Refusing hard copies of vendor catalogs and encouraging the use of online catalogs (currently over 30 vendors)

The following statement was added to all formal bids, RFPs and RFQs issued in 2008:

The University of Nevada, Reno is committed to sustainable purchasing practices. Sustainability requirements are included in all University RFPs and will be different for different commodities. These requirements may include criteria for:

- Energy efficiency (such as ENERGY STAR® designations).
- Energy conservation.
- Waste reduction.
- Packaging reduction.
- Trade-ins/retrivals/refurbishment of used products.
- Use of recycled and recyclable material (products, packaging, shipping materials).
- Responsible shipping and transportation usage.
- Reduced water usage.
- Reduced paper usage (including e-procurement, e-payment).
- Sustainable Forestry Initiative® (SFI) program.
Short-Term Goals (1 year)

- To achieve more sustainable practice in our business operations, BCN (Business Center North) Purchasing should ask vendors to identify sustainable products in their online catalogs, and encourage vendors to accept purchasing cards as method of payment.
- Work with vendors to develop better contracting methods to improve delivery, packaging, invoicing/payment, require recycling take-back program for the disposal of used products and assist in LEED credits.
- Further define and consider adding the following language to all formal bids, RFPs and RFQs:

  **Local Preference:** In all reviews, when two or more competing respondents are equally qualified, local firms will be given preference.

  "Local firms" are firms that currently have a main office or a branch office or satellite office with at least three full-time employees located within various City of Reno/Sparks limits.
  "Equally qualified" shall mean essentially equal in the judgment of those who are evaluating the proposal.

  **Buy American products:** In all reviews, the vendors shall agree at least 51 percent from U.S. firms and sources (FAR Definition).

Intermediate-Term Goals (1-5 years)

- Initiate a campus-wide transition toward integrated electronic ordering and processing for procurement, accounting, business services and administrative services that will include using e-signatures.
- Create a consistent records retention process for electronic storage of items issued in either hardcopy or electronic formats from any office (the office of record) not covered by the current NSHE records schedules. Records will be appraised as appropriate for the legal, administrative, fiscal, and historical value.
- Phase out the use of virgin paper system-wide.
- Establish and implement a cost savings/offset methodology/policy (lowered consumption offsets higher costs).
- Establish and implement strategically sourced agreements for paper, office supplies, janitorial supplies, carpet, furniture, etc. with the additional criteria of eco-friendliness.
- Introduce LEED credit requirements into all construction projects.

Long-Term Goals (5+ years)

- Establish a goal of 100 percent electronic and paperless systems for all procurement and accounting operations. This will allow us to measure and capture data for
purchased products, broken down by category and to the line item by department where feasible, and set target benchmarks.

- Achieve a fully integrated and implemented electronic commerce/communications system for departments, the University, the system (NSHE) and their vendors.

**Food and Food Service**

The Department of Residential Life, Housing and Food Service currently has a multi-year contract with Chartwells College and University Dining Services to provide dining services on the University of Nevada, Reno campus. Dining Services is comprised of one residence dining hall which serves over 2600 meals per day, as well as a convenience store, a food court, three casual restaurants, a coffee cart, and the Silver and Blue Catering operation. Dining Services is a large campus entity, employing 8 full time managerial staff; 77 full time cooks, chefs, kitchen associates, and service associates; 15 part time staff; and 80 student workers. Additionally, a large catering department is contracted by the University. The goal is to purchase quality food and prepare healthy meals for students, faculty, staff, and guests using locally grown and sustainably produced sources where possible, and use food preparation and distribution practices that minimize energy use and waste generation.

**Sustainability efforts underway or in the process of implementation**

- Biodegradable food/kitchen waste is sent to an off-site composting facility.
- An additional 1 percent of meal plan revenue is committed to sustainability initiatives.
- Recycling of fryer shortening.
- Recycling of plastic, aluminum, glass, and paper. A cardboard recycling bin was added for dining services.
- The addition of more locally produced products to menus, including salad greens grown hydroponically on campus.
- A commitment to use the greenest cleaning products available.

**Short-Term Goals (1 year)**

- Design a marketing campaign to educate students, faculty, staff and the community about dining hall sustainable practices and highlighting the best way to reduce, reuse and recycle. This will include updating the campus sustainability website.
- Minimize disposable trays, plates and utensils and minimize the use of reusable items that require large amounts of water to wash.
- Conduct tests of biodegradable and compostable flatware and disposables in Food Services. Depending upon the success of the testing, compostable products may or may not replace non-biodegradable products. These products can be significantly more expensive (50 percent cost increase over regular plastic).
- Use cleaning chemicals that are Green Seal certified (www.greenseal.org).
- Support local growers.
Intermediate Goals (1-5 years)

- Add as many organic and/or local products as possible.
- Create an organic café (student initiative).
- Add sustainability language to all new tenant contracts.

Long-Term Goals (5-10 and 10-20+ years)

- Replace aging equipment as needed with energy-efficient ENERGY STAR® models.
- All purchase orders to vendors will contain language regarding sustainability and sustainable criteria as part of a “basis for award” for all RFPs.
- Purchase socially responsible food items from firms that fairly support workers by providing a living wage and encourage fair trade. (This will also reduce the transportation distance of goods from their source to our campus thus reducing energy consumption and pollution.)
- Increase certified sustainable meat, poultry, fish and dairy products and increase certified organic produce. Initiate a pilot program featuring locally grown and fresh, organic produce at the Down Under dining facility.
- Create a regional closed-loop food system by observing sustainability criteria for all purchasing, food preparation and service, presentation, cleaning and waste disposal, equipment and supplies, facility design and renovation, and utilities that includes evaluating and improving:
  - The ways in which energy is used and the types of energy used.
  - How waste is managed by promoting recycling and composting.
  - The types of food purchased, emphasizing local and seasonal items.
  - How food is delivered, received and stored. (This is a HUGE emitter of GHG. The distance our food travels is a big problem not only in petroleum consumption but also in refrigeration.)
  - How food is prepared, cooked and served.
  - Work with campus planners and waste disposal company to site a vessel for composting all disposable products, pulp, and post-consumer waste.
  - Network with other schools, universities, and communities to increase communication and the sharing of best practices for creating a sustainable food system.
  - Provide economical, high quality, healthful and nutritious foods without additives, pesticides or preservatives.
Conclusion

The University of Nevada, Reno has much to celebrate in terms of its sustainability efforts on campus—but there is still much work to be done. Most of the efforts described above emerged from voluntary, grassroots initiatives—spontaneous efforts from groups and individuals without central direction or coordination—and many have become formalized as they have developed and proven to be successful. Without central support and coordination, many of these initiatives will remain ad hoc and will fall short of achieving their full potential. University leaders should take the opportunity to engage the campus community, by documenting and empowering sustainability efforts and encouraging our University to go above and beyond current efforts in order to meet the challenge of environmental sustainability. If the University is to reduce its carbon footprint in a significant way, it is essential that more faculty, students, staff, and alumni be consulted, become involved, and make contributions to meet our sustainability goals. It will take a concerted effort to develop appropriate educational and administrative initiatives that will move the University toward a more ecologically, economically and socially sustainable campus, community and world.

Campus Life Working Group

**Group Leader:** Jodi Herzik  
**Group Members:** Stephanie Woolf, Russell Meyer, Jessie Payne, John Sagebiel, Jessica Henning, Delia Martinez, Garth Kwiecien, Dan Ruby, Jason Geddes, Larry DeVincenzi, Diana Chamberlain, Tom Devine, Austin Wallace, Amy Harris and Bill Jacques.
Curriculum
CURRICULUM

Introduction
The University’s sustainability efforts can be considered in two broad areas. Much of this report focuses on the operation of the University and its physical plant. This is important as we must all work to reduce our immediate impact on the earth. But the University’s ultimate impact can be much broader through our students who will take what they learn here to all corners of the globe. To this latter end, we must consider the curriculum that is provided to these students and how we can use that to better prepare them for the world they will inherit.

In this chapter, we will review the current curriculum at the University from the perspective explained below. Our goal is to offer recommendations that support the development of curriculum that informs students in all academic programs of current knowledge in the area of sustainability, thus providing them the opportunities to gain what might be thought of as “sustainability skills.” By way of background, Section 2 of this chapter reviews the current situation of sustainability education in the United States. Section 3 summarizes the current situation at the University (including policies and strategies), the curriculum, and the opinions and expectations of teachers and students gathered by way of a survey conducted in 2009. Section 4 considers how instruction related to sustainability knowledge and skills could be more fully integrated into the University’s curriculum. Based on these considerations, Section 5 presents a draft policy for the integration of sustainability within the curriculum. Finally, Section 6 lists a number of specific recommendations and Section 7 offers proposals for new and modified courses and programs.

The Challenge of Sustainability
Human population and resource use are growing, and the resulting social and technological changes are causing significant environmental impacts. This rapid growth, many believe, is unsustainable on a finite planet in a delicate balance. Our children and grandchildren may inherit a planet that will no longer have the capacity to nurture dreams or, quite possibly, even sustain life. The students of today will experience a world their teachers have yet to experience, a world none of us can fully grasp. In fact, we are already living in a world that is unparalleled in the history of humanity. We have acquired the power to change the Earth fundamentally, but we have not yet learned to wield this power wisely. We cannot meet new challenges and master the current crisis of sustainability without better understanding of the behaviors that put us onto this risky trajectory.

As teachers, we face formidable questions. How do we teach students in a changing world? How do we enable them to become responsible decision makers who can respond thoughtfully to economic, social and environmental problems? As a land-grant university, the
University of Nevada, Reno, has a particular mission and responsibility to impart necessary knowledge, understanding and skills to its graduates who will go on to shape society's policies and practices for the future, not the past. In order to fulfill this mission of teaching students in a changing world, the University seeks to provide its faculty with the support necessary for answering critical questions and adapting teaching content and methods to new realities.

The impacts of our lifestyles on the planet’s life-sustaining systems and on society’s political and economic systems motivate us to consider the pedagogical challenges of sustainability. In very general terms, “sustainability” means the potential to maintain a process indefinitely. Here is the standard definition of sustainability: “Sustainable development is development that meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs.” This definition, offered in the United Nations’ 1987 report *Our Common Future* (World Commission on Environment and Development), provides the basis for the ethical and political principle adopted globally by the United Nations and discussed in a number of world summits: to achieve a prosperous future for humanity through sustainable development. In striving for sustainable development, we tend not to follow a natural law or try to comply with a given principle. Likewise, it we seldom treat sustainable development solely as a political concept. In its broadest sense, sustainable development makes sense chiefly as an ethical principle, as a basis and a tool to guide us in the various choices we have to make. Adhering to the principle of sustainable development, we try to make choices to meet our needs—and not just the material ones—without compromising the ability of the next generation to meet its own needs; and we must do this without even knowing what these future needs will be. In adhering to the principle, we also make choices regarding our needs without compromising the ability of our contemporaries—in other countries and communities—to meet their current needs.

When applied to the “process” of supporting human life on Earth, sustainability depends on working toward changes in three main areas: the economy, the society and the environment (Figure 1). These areas combine to span most aspects of human existence. The interconnectedness of these three broad dimensions of sustainability presents an interesting and important challenge for a university curriculum. The relationship between education and sustainability is comparable to the relationship between education and social behavior. Many would agree that a human society can only function if most of the individuals in the society follow a set of social norms and that the society would break apart if we allowed too many people to violate these norms, and therefore a great effort is made to ensure that we teach members of society necessary social skills and an understanding of social norms. Likewise, based on our increasing appreciation of the possibility that human society may struggle (some, like Jared Diamond, would even use the word “collapse”) if too many of us pursue practices that are unsustainable, it seems to make sense that modern education strive to offer sustainability skills, as well as social skills, to today’s students.
Figure 1: Society, Economy and Environment

Figure 1: Applied to the processes of human life on Earth, sustainability reaches into all fields of society and our interaction with the planet, depicted by the three domains of economy, society, and the environment. In each of these domains, we can make choices that lead away from sustainable development or choices that bring us closer to it.

In today’s university curriculum, there is significant effort to ensure that students acquire basic knowledge in a broad range of fields, from the arts and humanities to the social and natural sciences. Our knowledge about sustainability is not yet a prominent part of this core body of knowledge that the university offers students. Increasingly, though, colleges and universities throughout North America and overseas are recognizing that sustainability is relevant to all traditional areas of study, and thus it is reasonable to emphasize this relevance across disciplines and programs. While we do possess some understanding of how art, law, and even sports relate to social norms and skills, a similar understanding of the relationship between these and other disciplines to issues of sustainability may not seem obvious to all teachers and students—and yet with a bit of reflection, it becomes clear that the arts explore how we respond aesthetically and emotionally to subjects that hold meaning for us (including subjects pertaining to human survival), that law considers the rules and policies a society develops in matters of common concern (which would certainly include issues pertinent to sustainability), and athletics has a lot to do with human health and the use of natural resources (also essential aspects of sustainability). It is possible to approach every academic discipline from the perspective of sustainability (indeed, various academic institutions have developed well-known “sustainability-across-the-curriculum” projects). The curriculum needs to allow for honest criticism of earlier academic strategies, currently accepted
approaches and nascent ideas. New ways to approach emerging knowledge (including knowledge about sustainability) should be considered in the curriculum, re-conceptualizing the student as a thinker rather than as merely a receiver of the ideas of others.

**Sustainability in Education: A Brief Review**

As we transition from a modern industrial society into an economic, ecological and social system concerned with sustainability, efforts are increasing to transform colleges and universities into institutions that not only operate sustainably but also serve as sources of new ideas about sustainability and training centers for sustainability-oriented citizens. However, as Jennifer Everett notes in her 2008 article, “Sustainability in Higher Education: Implications for the Disciplines,” even institutions that are adopting sustainable practices and operations are often falling behind in educating their students in the fundamental philosophies, principles and practices of sustainability (Everett, 2008, p. 237).

This section will briefly examine the background of thinking regarding sustainability education in the United States; discuss the need for sustainability curricula in higher education; summarize some broad concepts that characterize sustainability in college/university curricula; and list a sample of colleges and universities that have adopted sustainability curricula.

**Background**

Although arguments could be made for several different events as the starting point of the sustainability movement, many agree that it began as a serious global effort in 1987 with the publication of the Brundtland Report, *Our Common Future*, a summary of four years of research by the World Commission on Environment and Development (also cited above in Section 1). It was the Brundtland Report that defined sustainable development as “development that meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs” (World Commission on Environment and Development). The second major event in global sustainability efforts occurred in 1992 with the Earth Summit at Rio de Janeiro and the drafting of the Rio Declaration, which lists 27 principles on environment and development. Perhaps the defining characteristic of sustainable development—linking economic prosperity with environmental health and human welfare—is articulated through these 27 principles (Edwards, 2005, p. 18).

The United States officially responded to the Rio Declaration by creating a President’s Council on Sustainable Development, but perhaps more importantly the 1990s saw the growth of influential writers and speakers who defined sustainability for the public. Paul Hawken et al. (1997) championed the “triple bottom line” of environmental efficiencies, economic prosperity and nurturing human capital. As sustainability concepts gained ground in the 1990s and early 2000s, however, our educational system has faced a sustained critique. David Orr, professor of biology at Oberlin College, writes,
The truth is that without significant precautions, education can equip people merely to be more effective vandals of the earth. If one listens carefully, it may even be possible to hear the Creation groan every year in late May when another batch of smart, degree-holding, but ecologically illiterate, Homo sapiens who are eager to succeed are launched into the biosphere. (Orr, 2004:5, quoted in Everett, 2008, p. 239)

As Jennifer Everett, a philosophy professor at DePauw University, notes:

[T]he two most prominent culprits in the mis-education of the twentieth century’s leaders are, first, academia’s traditionally fragmented ‘silo mentality’ about disciplines, functions and roles in the university; and, second, a ‘hidden curriculum’ in university practices that reinforces and legitimizes unsustainable systems of consumption and production. (Everett, 2008, page 239)

Of the two, it is the traditional structures of disciplinary boundaries—particularly the traditional systems of professional reward and advancement—that explain the lag time in colleges and universities adopting sustainability concepts. Unlike the later stages of the industrial revolution, where institutions of higher learning acted as engines of innovation, in the current “sustainability revolution” the structure of educational institutions has sometimes acted as a barrier to widespread innovation and change.

**What Is the Need for Sustainability in Higher Education?**

As the need to develop sustainable practices is accepted across wider sectors of society, the need to educate future leaders becomes ever more urgent. Reflecting the importance of education, the United Nations declared the decade 2005–14 as “the U.N. Decade on Education for Sustainable Development (DESD).” Everett says, “the goal for this decade is to ‘integrate the principles, values, and practices of sustainable development into all aspects of education and learning’” (UNESCO, 2005: 5) (Everett, 2008, p. 238).

More recently, the United States Congress passed the Higher Education Opportunity Act of 2008 (HR 4137), with $50 million to be allocated to the University Sustainability Program, a grant program designed to catalyze “colleges and universities to develop and implement more programs and practices around the principles of sustainability” (Campaign for Environmental Literacy, www.fundee.org/campaigns/usp).

As the Higher Education Sustainability Act (HESA) states:

Higher education is often overlooked as a key tool in catalyzing such innovation and growth in the American business sector. Higher education produces the professionals who develop, lead, manage, teach, work in, and influence society’s institutions. Thus, when focused on the principles and practices of sustainable development, higher education can assist the U.S. business sector by providing a workforce educated in sustainable and innovative technology, economic analysis, employee and
entrepreneurial development, and business strategy. (Higher Education Sustainability Act, 2007, p. 1)

President George Bush signed HESA into law in 2008 but Congress has yet to appropriate the funds to support this initiative.

**Sustainability Concepts in Higher Education Curricula**

Several analysts have described the foundational concepts of a curriculum built around “sustainability literacy.” While there is some variation in the particulars, there is a consensus to support these concepts as essential to a sustainability curriculum:

- scientific understanding of the natural world;
- strong comprehension of politics, economics and public policy;
- critical thinking and effective communication skills;
- virtues of personal integrity and social responsibility (King, 2000);
- understanding complex and intersecting systems of power and privilege;
- integrative, interdisciplinary systems thinking;
- collaborating with people of diverse backgrounds to solve complex problems; and
- participating in civic engagement activities of community-building and institutional change (Everett, 2008, pp. 242-43, see also “Curriculum for the Bioregion” at the Washington Center, Evergreen State University www.evergreen.edu/washcenter/project.asp?pid=62).

In sum, sustainability literacy is integrative, interdisciplinary and participatory; however, there is some difficulty getting traction in traditional universities where curricula run toward increasing specialization and diversification and participatory learning may be marginalized. Of course, these features of the prevalent and traditional approach reflect rarely discussed and deeply embedded notions of the purpose of education in general and university education in particular. While the qualities of education linked to a sustainability agenda reflect a perceived need for thinking beyond the known and into the realm of new possibilities, the widespread traditional model sometimes reflects a reverence for a past that too often stifles creativity, originality and “thinking outside the box.” A better balance might be a curriculum that promotes inquiry into the value of acquired knowledge; the creation of new knowledge; and the application of knowledge—however acquired, however developed—to the novel problems that challenge us in the present.

**Examples**

Despite the many and powerful countervailing forces, interdisciplinary and integrative programming exists at several colleges and universities around the United States. One of the best summaries of these efforts is provided by Peggy F. Barlett and Geoffrey W. Chase in *Sustainability on Campus* (2004). The following ad hoc list provides a basis for further research and comparison. In nearly all cases, dedicated faculty have had to labor to see
sustainability practices adopted and curricular changes enacted. Also in almost all cases, campuses have developed a wide range of approaches to overcome the problems caused by disciplinary specialization and the “hidden curriculum,” as outlined by Everett (2008). The list of examples includes Emory University, Middlebury College, Oberlin College, Penn State University, Stanford University, University of Vermont, State University of New York, Syracuse University and Warren Wilson College, among others (Carlson, 2006).

One example is the thematic approach of the Bard Center for Environmental Policy of the Bard College in Annandale-on-Hudson, New York. This integrative approach is based on the belief “that science, economics, law and policy are not mutually exclusive subjects, but must be consciously integrated so that any single environmental theme or issue can be examined from multiple perspectives at the same time” (see www.bard.edu/cep/curriculum).

However, probably the most fully developed and innovative example is the School of Sustainability at Arizona State University (see http://schoolofsustainability.asu.edu/). Established in 2007, this school is part of the Global Institute of Sustainability at ASU (see http://sustainability.asu.edu/). The School embodies the design aspirations of the New American University (see http://mynew.asu.edu/), “addressing some of the most critical challenges of our time, and the knowledge and solutions that are created today will shape our quality of life as well as future generations—we have an opportunity and an obligation to make our world more sustainable.” The mission of the School “is to bring together multiple disciplines and leaders to create and share knowledge, train a new generation of scholars and practitioners, and develop practical solutions to some of the most pressing environmental, economic, and social challenges of sustainability, especially as they relate to urban areas” (all citations from http://schoolofsustainability.asu.edu/about/school/). Today, the school has “55 enrolled graduate students and more than 300 undergraduate majors” (Revkin, 2009), and the first 13 graduates finished in May 2009. The curriculum of this school can serve as a template for the development of similar programs, centers, and schools.

Conclusion

Institutions of higher education can enact their own “scientific revolutions” and shed the structural boundaries that impede innovation and leadership for the challenges of the future. In restructuring curricula to integrate sustainability literacy, colleges and universities may discover that there is no easy path. Sustainability literacy requires entirely new paradigms—the institutional structures that grew out of the old ones cannot be simply re-tooled to fit the needs of the future and must be overhauled. Daniel Sherman, a Professor of Environmental Policy & Decision Making at the University of Puget Sound, argues:

For sustainability to realize its full transformative potential in higher education and society, it must transcend an association with prescribed practices and even specialized areas of study. Sustainability must become a pedagogical big idea, capable of complementing and connecting avenues of inquiry across the academic disciplines
that organize and prioritize teaching and learning on campus. If sustainability is employed as a method of examining the relationship between environmental limits and the human values, decisions and actions that shape the future, it will transform not only what we do on campus, but also how we think. (Sherman, 2008)

Nevertheless, the examples of the Bard Center of Environmental Policy, the School of Sustainability at ASU and various other programs cited in the literature demonstrate the many attempts to meet these challenges. There is clearly momentum to bring more institutions into this developing movement that truly takes on the complex challenges associated with the full integration of sustainability into the academy.

The Current Situation

Overview

Until quite recently, the University of Nevada, Reno, offered almost no teaching explicitly directed toward sustainability education. Certainly, for many years there have been classes that taught about the environment, environmental degradation and the impact of humans on the environment. The Department of Natural Resources and Environmental Science, for instance, teaches a number of courses on the scientific dimensions of humans and the environment and educates students for careers in land and resource management. However, broad-based degree programs focusing specifically on sustainable development and innovation were not available until the fall of 2007, when the Renewable Energy minor (prompted and funded by business partners of the University) and the Environmental Studies major taught the first classes of students. The English Department offered an interdisciplinary, team-taught class on The Literature of Sustainability in the spring of 2008. While these major and minor degree programs, and individual courses in other departments, fill much-needed gaps on this campus, they do not address the broader need to integrate sustainability across the curriculum. The University’s curricular commitment to sustainability remains nascent, more potential than actual.

The University has a long-running and successful general education program, the Core Curriculum program, which is the backbone of interdisciplinary undergraduate scholarship. It could be one structural vehicle for integrating sustainability-related learning outcomes into the curriculum for all students. A single section of Core Humanities 203 (The American Experience and Constitutional Change) devoted to sustainability and American culture will be offered in Fall 2009, but this is the result of instructors taking the initiative to develop such a course, not an integrated agenda across the Core Curriculum. The Core requirements expose students to fundamental principles of math, writing, integrated humanities, natural science and social science. Additionally, students are required to take courses that expand understanding of diversity and an interdisciplinary “capstone” course in their senior year. At this time, sustainability education is not yet a formal component of the Core Curriculum’s mission.
Various campus departments support faculty who integrate sustainability themes in their courses. Literature and the environment faculty in the English department frequently teach undergraduate courses in this area, as do faculty in political science, history, biology, geography, environmental chemistry and many other departments and colleges. There is tremendous potential to tap into the energy and intellect of these teachers to expand knowledge and understanding of sustainability principles among all faculty members. However, such an initiative may face obstacles. Issues of disciplinary silos, isolation among faculty and the widespread perception that curricular work goes under-rewarded in the tenure and promotion process would need to be addressed. Some faculty members do not recognize or understand the relevance of sustainability to their particular disciplines or may lack knowledge about how to incorporate sustainability curricular objectives into their courses. Strong leadership from University administrators, along with training and various other incentives would go a long way to promote sustainability across the curriculum.

Incorporating Sustainability into the Strategic Planning Process

In addition becoming a signatory to the American College and University Presidents’ Climate Commitment, the University has developed an institutional strategic plan. This plan identifies sustainability as one of eight goals established to meet the mission of the University of Nevada, Reno:

- **Education:** Offer broad-based undergraduate degrees and coordinated, multi-disciplinary graduate degrees in the environmental sciences. Provide service learning experiences in sustainable community development and environmental remediation.
- **Research:** The Academy for the Environment will work with a campus-wide consortium of colleges and departments to facilitate multi-disciplinary approaches to basic and applied research in natural sciences, engineering, social sciences and the policy and behavioral aspects of sustainable practices. The consortium will work together within the University and with other Nevada System of Higher Education (NSHE) institutions to garner competitive research and educational grants to support expansion in the area of sustainable development.
- **Community Outreach:** Work with state and regional industries to identify industry-university partnerships that promote technology transfer to enhance sustainable economic and business development in the region and share sustainable business practices with the community through the University’s Business Services Group and Cooperative Extension.
- **Climate Commitment:** Continue involvement with the Presidents Climate Commitment to construct and operate university facilities to reduce environmental impacts.

Many of the statements of this plan are consistent with findings of the Curriculum Working Group of the Sustainability Committee. This clear administrative commitment to sustainability education is a promising step for the future of sustainability education at the
University. However, the provost’s plan articulates a narrow disciplinary focus on “social science, natural science and engineering” (with particular emphasis on the latter two) that does not reflect the concept of the Working Group and does not acknowledge already existing programs at the University.

Sustainability educational theory emphasizes the need for deeply integrative, interdisciplinary approaches acknowledging the foundational concepts of a curriculum built around “sustainability literacy,” as discussed in Section 2 above.

**Courses and programs covering sustainability issues**

Sustainability is not currently covered in one or more dedicated courses in the Core Curriculum devoted to the core knowledge every undergraduate student should encounter at the University. While there are specific core courses in English, mathematics, natural science, social science, fine arts and humanities, as well as capstone and diversity requirements, there are no requirements that address sustainability competencies. Some aspects of sustainability, specifically the environment, are touched upon explicitly in Core Curriculum courses like “Climate Change and Its Environmental Impacts” (ATMS 121, GEOL 121), “Humans and the Environment” (ENV 100), “Society and the Economic Value of Nature” (RECO 100) and “Natural Resources, Environment and the Economy” (RECO 202). Other courses in the Core Curriculum are likely to cover some sustainability issues but no explicit information is usually available, except in rare cases such as the Core Humanities 203 course mentioned above. This situation presents a unique opportunity for the University to locate and identify all courses with this focus and therefore, with minimal extra effort, create a sustainability-focused course offering list that would encourage students to pursue these courses, support the faculty who teach them and hopefully engage a broader part of the teaching faculty in the issue.

In terms of specific skills in narrow topics directly related to technical issues in sustainability, the University has several relevant degree programs. These include ecohydrology (College of Agriculture, Biotechnology and Natural Resources, CABNR), environmental engineering (College of Engineering), environmental and resource economics (CABNR), environmental science (CABNR), renewable energy minor (College of Engineering) and wildlife ecology and conservation (CABNR).

A survey of academic faculty teaching undergraduate courses resulted in a list of courses that have sustainability as a main topic. These courses are distributed across a number of units including the Colleges of Liberal Arts, Science and Engineering and the Division of Health Sciences.

We note here that students who would like to acquire a basic knowledge of sustainability have no specific Core Curriculum coursework or program to turn to. Students who would like to take a degree directly relevant to sustainability issues have limited options. Very little specific advising on a course of study that provides basic sustainability knowledge or specific
sustainability-related skills is currently available to students. Again, this is an opportunity for the University to provide a list of specific Core Curriculum courses that do address sustainability for those who chose to pursue it.

**Academic Survey**

Academic faculty involved in undergraduate teaching were surveyed in February 2009. The goal of the survey was to collect some baseline data by gauging the position of faculty members in three main areas: 1) the faculty's intrinsic motivation related to sustainability in education (i.e., the relevance of sustainability to their lives and work and their interest in teaching sustainability); 2) faculty practices (i.e., whether they are currently addressing sustainability issues in their teaching); and 3) faculty concerns (i.e., the obstacles they saw for increasing focus on sustainability in teaching, and their perception of student priorities).

All academic faculty and Letter of Appointment (LOA) faculty were invited to participate in the survey. This survey excluded administrative faculty involved in undergraduate teaching. 1,433 surveys were distributed and 223 responses were received, a 15 percent response rate. Many invitees were not teaching undergraduate courses, and the actual response rate of those teaching undergraduate courses is considerably higher than 15 percent and most likely above 40 percent.

On a scale from 1 to 5, more than 65 percent of the respondents rate their concern as 4 or 5 (high or very high) (see Figure 2). Only 3 percent seemed to be not concerned at all. Thus, most of the respondents think that sustainability is an important issue. While the data may be biased towards more concerned faculty, it is worth mentioning that many respondents took considerable time to write comments indicating significant interest in the subject of the survey. The high level of personal concern among faculty is in contrast to their perception of student concern about sustainability: nearly 50 percent perceived students as moderately concerned. However, the overall distribution of answers is a near perfect normal distribution, suggesting that the respondents have little to no knowledge of the actual level of students’ concern.

Only 11 percent of the respondents stated that courses they were teaching had sustainability issues as a primary focus (Figure 3). However, 45 percent reported that they integrated sustainability issues explicitly in their courses. Only 20 percent stated that sustainability issues were not applicable to their teaching. In total, some 35 courses with sustainability as a primary topic were identified (see previous section). These courses cover a wide range of social, economic and environmental issues. Many examples were provided of courses that integrate sustainability even when it is not the primary topic of the course. These examples demonstrate a wide range of social, economic and environmental topics that faculty relate to sustainability issues, including the following: the analysis of causes of unsustainable social, economic and environmental practices; practical approaches to developing sustainable practices; specific skills and their relation to sustainability; and philosophical and theoretical background.
There seems to be a gap or disconnect between the high level of faculty members’ personal concern about sustainability and their readiness to focus current courses more on sustainability issues. Only 45 percent stated that they were interested in modifying current classes, while 55 percent were opposed to modifications.

However, in the absence of a coordinated, university-wide focus on sustainability in the curriculum, it is interesting that almost half of the respondents either currently address sustainability issues in their teaching and/or expressed interest in doing more of this. Many faculty respondents considered the following approaches as most appropriate for an increased focus on sustainability in teaching: the modification of existing courses (72%); suggesting sustainability-related topics for student papers (58%); and additional reading (51%) (see Figure 4). 46 percent of faculty identified their uncertainty about how to incorporate sustainability issues into teaching as a primary barrier (Figure 4). 40 percent of respondents said that sustainability issues did not seem relevant to their teaching; however, respondents also frequently indicated interest in developing new assignments that would enable them to teach sustainability issues. In their comments, respondents indicated other reasons for not including more sustainability issues in their teaching, including lack of time, lack of money, lack of tenure and lack of institutional support.
Figure 3: Sustainability as a Main Topic

Figure 3: Survey results for two questions concerning the inclusion of sustainability in courses.

Figure 4: Integrating Sustainability in the Curriculum

Figure 4: Survey results concerning appropriate ways of integrating sustainability issues in teaching and the obstacles hindering progress towards increased coverage of these issues. Left diagram, columns from left to right: modified contents of lectures; extra credit projects; additional reading; topics for student papers addressing sustainability; others, please specify. Right diagram, columns from left to right: not sure how to integrate these issues in my teaching; do not have the necessary resources; not interested; sustainability issues do not seem relevant to my teaching; lack of administrative support; lack of student interest; lack of flexibility in redesigning curriculum; and others.

It is interesting to note here that although the data collected with the survey are incomplete and inconclusive in many ways, the survey had particular value in sparking discussions in the Curriculum Working Group. In particular, the goals of sustainability teaching were discussed and the difficult balance between enabling students to be informed decision makers versus guiding them in what the teachers perceive as the “right” direction was considered. The
working group identified the need for a deeply multidisciplinary and integrated approach in teaching sustainability-related subjects.

**Student Survey**
A student survey to gauge the level of concern and interest among students is under development by the Campus Life Working Group and should be distributed during the fall 2009 semester.

**Conclusion**
On a university-wide basis, the current curriculum covers sustainability issues in an ad hoc and bottom-up mode. The extent to which courses include aspects of sustainability—or focus on sustainability as main topic—is largely up to the individual faculty member.

There is no overarching college- or university-wide approach to the integration of sustainability in the undergraduate curriculum or the development of teaching approaches. Most importantly, there is currently no set of courses in the Core Curriculum that have been identified as Core sustainability courses in a way that is comparable to the Core Humanities courses, for example. Combined with the lack of any Core sustainability requirements, students can complete a degree program without being exposed to issues of sustainability. Yet the Core requirements do provide flexibility and faculty can take advantage of this to present more sustainability concepts within the existing framework. In most cases, individual degree programs do not explicitly address sustainability. Exceptions are few (see below). For example, in terms of specific skills related to sustainability issues, the University has a number of degree programs. However, these programs appear to be limited to two schools (College of Engineering and CABNR), although, as explained above, full understanding of the social and philosophical dimensions of sustainability clearly extends well beyond the usual territories of these academic divisions.

Based on the results of this survey of faculty, we can conclude that faculty tend to be concerned about sustainability. This concern is revealed in the wide range of courses that faculty consider to have sustainability as a focus or those courses in which faculty integrate sustainability issues along with other topics. Nearly half of the University’s faculty members who teach undergraduates would be interested in focusing their teaching more on sustainability issues, but often they don’t know how to integrate sustainability issues in their courses or they think that sustainability is not of particular relevance to their teaching. We see a clear opportunity here to engage these faculty and begin the process of engaging them in teaching sustainability.

The current curriculum and degree program offerings do not seem to be in step with the mission of the University in terms of preparing students to be informed decision makers in a world challenged by issues of sustainability. Developing a curriculum that prepares students for a life in a society increasingly confronted with the impacts of unsustainable practices and ever-changing social, economic and environmental challenges requires a university-wide
approach. This approach would have to include incentives and support for faculty. There is also a need to establish consensus on the core knowledge and skills that all students should have with regard to sustainability (see the discussion in Vincent and Foucht, 2008). In a university-wide effort, degree programs could be modified or developed in order to offer more explicit choices for students to acquire sustainability-related skills and knowledge.

**Conceptual Considerations**

Integrating sustainability into the curriculum must go beyond simply informing students about sustainability. Ideally, it should aid in the development of skills, habits of mind and dispositions essential to decision making that leads to sustainable individual behaviors and social systems. Certainly, students must be informed by their courses, but coursework will account for a small percentage of the information students will consume over the course of their lives. To be effective—to be of consequence in the long term—the curriculum must help students to understand how information is acquired, assessed and applied in order to make reasoned decisions that lead to appropriate actions. Within disciplines, information must be understood in relation to how it is produced and how its meanings are derived. Students need to be informed of and practiced in the art of disciplinary meaning-making and the processes vetting information, their logic and their efficacy. Students so informed develop a sense of the nature of information and thus are better able to make proper use of the information they obtain. This is critically important in a world in which a massive amount of information in every field is readily available to all. The ability to sort through information and make sound decisions about information—and how to use it—is a paramount twenty-first century skill. Conditions change, and new perspectives lead to new readings of the past. Experts regularly disagree. Thus, students need to be able to deal with contrasting and conflicting ideas, discriminating between opinion and fact, between well grounded opinion and opinion without grounds, between theory based on evidence and theory that is little more than opinion. They need to know the nature of the discourses that exist within fields of study and the broader and more public discourses that determine the policies that arise when ideas are used to reshape society.

We recommend a curriculum that prepares students, no matter what their field of choice, to deal effectively with the contingencies of the modern-day world. We believe that such a curriculum enables students to learn a discipline and its findings in order to contend with the problems that life will inevitably send their way. Such a curriculum must deal directly with the nature of information and its effective use in response to specific intellectual and practical contexts. To this end, students must be aware of the processes by which information is made available; of the media that channel information to the public; and the ways in which information is translated and transformed as it travels through these channels. Every discipline, then, must teach students how people are informed and misinformed, how they are led to act upon or reject the findings of the various disciplines. Rhetoric and the mechanisms for dissemination of information and ideas generated by the disciplines need consideration in the curriculum if students are to understand the effects of the disciplines on
human activities and how to use what they learn in the disciplines to affect policy and
personal behavior so that sustainability is supported.

With this concern in mind, we encourage instruction that crosses disciplinary boundaries and
suggest that this interdisciplinary approach be allowed to evolve through forums that would bring
together faculty, students and stakeholders from the community to discuss issues pertaining
to sustainability. Such forums would lead to greater understanding of the complexity of
sustainability-related issues and awareness that multiple-disciplinary approaches are essential
to finding and implementing meaningful solutions to the world’s problems. Engagement in problem-solving forums could lead to adjustments in teaching that would make instruction more relevant to the real-world issues we face and encourage class
discussion of the implications of disciplinary knowledge and the procedures and processes by
which it is created—and the work that must be done beyond academic discovery to allow for
positive outcomes in the world.

We encourage those working in or with educational institutions to reevaluate curricula and
methods of instruction to determine whether current practices are truly effective in training
students who are capable of participating in the creation of a sustainable future. We ask that
such evaluation take into consideration both course content (information) and the skills and
dispositions needed to process that content so that it becomes the foundation for effective
decision making. We also suggest that curriculum designers and teachers keep in mind the
importance of how knowledge is communicated and teach in a way that helps students
understand how to explain their well-developed understanding to all people who might
contribute to sustainability. An emphasis on the understanding of media and its relationship
to disciplinary effects on society and the world is highly recommended.

It would make sense, too, for a sustainability-oriented curriculum to involve a strong
problem-solving element that would require that students identify sustainability-related
problems and work individually and in groups to discover feasible solutions to those
problems. In doing so, students would come to understand the application of academic
discoveries to the actual problems. There is a real need for skills in evaluating the validity and
value of information. We need education that will contribute to the betterment of the world.

We hope that immediate steps can be taken to promote the kinds of faculty and student
activities and public forums described above and that the way may be cleared for the
implementation of innovative curriculum design and teaching methods relevant to
sustainability studies. For example, perhaps a mechanism could be developed to
acknowledge faculty for developing interdisciplinary courses and promote the use of such
courses in the majors, and even in the Core Curriculum. The larger conversation needs to
consider fundamental questions about the purposes of higher education for today's students,
not simply assuming that the content and methodologies of the past remain valid and vibrant
in the twenty-first century. We need to prepare students who are informed and thoughtful
and also responsible and capable of reacting to situations and contingencies that are highly
complex and not easily understood or dealt with. We need our graduates to be people who are aware of their roles in creating the best possible future for our own community, for human societies more generally, and for the planet.

**Draft Policy for a Focus on Sustainability Within the Curriculum**

In order to make sustainability an integrated and central focus of the undergraduate curriculum, the committee recommends the adoption of a policy on including sustainability in the curriculum. We offer this draft policy for possible inclusion in the University's Administrative Manual:

Sustainability education provides the tools to enable students to meet the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs. As students and teachers, we contribute to shaping a learning environment that balances environmental protection, economic vitality and social responsibility. To accomplish this, it will be the policy of the University of Nevada, Reno, that all students will be exposed to the concepts, principles and practices of sustainability by providing specific courses and degree programs to explore these issues in depth and by including sustainability principles, wherever possible, throughout the curriculum. The University will also conduct periodic surveys and reviews (at least every 5 years) of available sustainability courses.

Potential steps toward initiating this policy are: 1) include sustainability principles as a teaching goal of the Core Curriculum; 2) develop incentives for the inclusion of sustainability teaching strategies and learning outcomes in nearly all courses; 3) provide some resources for faculty to facilitate the inclusion of these principles in their courses.

Sustainability education should also include experiential learning, research and service activities. We believe it should be the goal of the University to empower students as innovators of sustainable strategies via entrepreneurial activities and community engagement. Programs at the University (for example, the Academy for the Environment) have promoted and implemented projects seeking to nurture community and help shape a culture of sustainability for the bioregion of the Great Basin. Administrative leadership can broaden and encourage such efforts.

**Specific Recommendations**

1. **Incorporate Sustainability into the Strategic Planning Process**
   Broaden the current institutional strategic planning statement on sustainability in order to emphasize the relevance of sustainability to all disciplines and to accentuate the importance of interdisciplinary work in promoting sustainability.

2. **Provide Information on Sustainability**
   Provide sustainability information to all new students and direct new students to the
courses and degree programs through which they could deepen their understanding of sustainability.

3. **Address Sustainability in the Core Curriculum**
   Extend or create new core curriculum courses that explicitly address sustainability; identify core curriculum courses that relate to sustainability issues and add a core sustainability requirement in order to ensure that all students are exposed to sustainability issues at some point during their undergraduate education.

4. **Facilitate Faculty Engagement**
   Encourage faculty through clear statements, strategies and policies to include, where appropriate, sustainability components in courses, particularly new courses. Provide training and incentives to those willing to engage in this effort.

5. **Devise New Approaches to Sustainability Teaching**
   Promote the development of new approaches to the teaching of sustainability issues that fully account for the field’s complexity and integrate, where necessary, science, economics, law, policy, social science, journalism, cultural studies and other fields, into innovative forms of teaching across traditional department and disciplinary boundaries.

6. **Encourage Sustainability Research**
   Encourage faculty to focus research on sustainability issues, including but not limited to alternative energy; water issues; improved resource management and production processes; scientific support for decision and policy making; social issues that impact sustainability; economic principles that promote sustainability; sustainability in art, literature, philosophy and journalism; and other discipline-specific approaches.

7. **Recognize and Reward Sustainability Innovations**
   Offer meaningful support for student- and faculty-led sustainability efforts and innovations by rewarding faculty efforts in this area in the merit and tenure process.

8. **Consider a Focus on Sustainability Priorities in the Hiring of New Faculty**
   When possible, hire new faculty who include sustainability in their research and teaching and use integrated, cross-disciplinary approaches.

9. **Coordinate Efforts with the University of Nevada, Las Vegas**
   Coordinate sustainability efforts with UNLV. Consider co-hosting, in alternate years, annual sustainability workshops for faculty, staff, students and community members.
Proposals for New or Modified Courses and Programs

A review of the current undergraduate curriculum shows that although there are some degree programs that relate to sustainability issues, these are mainly environmental or technology-specific and there is no general requirement that would ensure that students from all disciplines are acquainted with the broad issues of sustainability. At present, students may pass through the University without having been exposed to the novel thinking, skills and ideas required to tackle the complexity associated with today's sustainability challenges.

The goal of the Core Curriculum is to educate students in a set of core knowledge and skills. Therefore, sustainability as a theme could be incorporated into the Core Curriculum through a Core sustainability requirement. Based on the understanding that all areas of the Core Curriculum are relevant for sustainability, we propose the creation of a menu of Core Curriculum courses that explicitly cover sustainability issues. In addition to identifying current courses that include sustainability as a primary topic, other courses could be modified and new courses could be developed to meet this objective. These courses might already be identified as Core English, mathematics, natural or social science, fine arts, humanities, or capstone courses. A Core sustainability requirement could be satisfied by taking at least six credits in courses that have been designated as sustainability courses. This change would not need to add additional credits to the Core Curriculum requirements.

The development of theme- and/or problem-oriented approaches in teaching that would facilitate the understanding of complex sustainability issues requires an environment that is tolerant of experimental teaching methods. Although the current structure of well-defined and specialized degree programs is appropriate for many of today's students, some students—those who envision careers as leaders in a society striving for sustainability—are in need of more integrated and transdisciplinary approaches, courses that place more emphasis on ways of thinking suitable to the complexities of a sustainable and resilient society than on specific skills in narrow disciplines. Future leaders will need a deeper understanding of sustainability issues and familiarity with relevant strategies for gathering and analyzing information and communicating ideas to diverse audiences.

We recommend, in conclusion, that through the steering committee appointed by the Provost to implement Goal 6 of the Institutional Strategic Plan ("Enhance sustainable environmental quality in Nevada"), the University take explicit action to enhance the institution’s focus on sustainability. One such action could be the creation of an entity (e.g., a center) dedicated to promoting campus sustainability. Much like the recently created Center for Renewable Energy, this unit could integrate many disciplines, and facilitate wide-ranging participation by faculty, students and external experts by way of dedicated workshops and working groups. Models for such a unit include the Bard Center for Environmental Policy at Bard College, the School of Sustainability at Arizona State University, Chatham University's School of Sustainability and the Environment and Oregon State University’s Sustainability Group.
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**Group Leader:** Hans-Peter Plag  
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The Working Groups

The Energy Working Group gathered and refined information with respect to the University’s energy consumption and budget. The group also gathered prior University energy conservation accomplishments with respect to lighting efficiency and heating efficiency.

The Commuting and Transportation Working Group was responsible for reviewing the alternate transportation options available to the University and making recommendations for enhancements.

The Campus Life Working Group was responsible for gauging campus awareness of sustainability initiatives currently in place on campus and working to change the campus culture to one of awareness and support for environmentally sustainable practices both on campus and in the community.

The Curriculum Working Group strived to strengthen the focus on sustainability issues across the curriculum. The broad participation in this working group from many different colleges and departments ensured a cross-disciplinary approach.
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APPENDIX A: RECYCLING CHART

This chart, developed for the Mathewson-IGT Knowledge Center, offers a model for a campus-wide recycling chart.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>What CAN Be Recycled</th>
<th>On Campus</th>
<th>Residential</th>
<th>What CAN'T Be Recycled</th>
<th>Preparation Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Glass</td>
<td>Clear, amber and green glass from beverage bottles and food jars</td>
<td>Y (blue bins)</td>
<td>Y (curbside -- Reno/Sparks)</td>
<td>Window glass, light bulbs, crystal, ceramics, ovenware</td>
<td>Rinse containers, remove lids, leave labels on.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aluminum*</td>
<td>Aluminum beverage cans</td>
<td>Y (blue bins)</td>
<td>Y (curbside -- Reno/Sparks)</td>
<td>For pie plates, aluminum foil, aluminum siding, and lawn furniture -- see scrap metals (below)</td>
<td>A magnet will not attract aluminum. Rinse cans, crush if you need the space</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paper*</td>
<td>Newspapers, magazines, catalogs, phone books</td>
<td>Y (blue bins)</td>
<td>Y (curbside -- Reno/Sparks)</td>
<td>Waxed paper, tissue paper, plasticized envelopes, carbon paper</td>
<td>Staples, paper clips, and other small metal fasteners (such as on envelopes) are not a problem.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Books (recycling should be your very, very LAST resort)</td>
<td>ALL BOOKS, including hardbound, those with mylar covers, and those with glued spines</td>
<td>Y (small blue bins or large blue wheeled bins)</td>
<td>Y (recycling center -- Reno)</td>
<td>Drop off at: Washoe County Library Book Sale or local thrift stores.</td>
<td>Due to weight issues, if there is a large discard project, please arrange for separate blue wheeled bins and fill them only 2/3 full.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ring Binders (with cloth covers)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Y (small blue bins or large blue wheeled bins)</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Plastic covers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cardboard</td>
<td></td>
<td>Y (flattened and broken down -- leave next to the large blue wheeled bins in recycling rooms or take down to cardboard dumpster in loading dock area)</td>
<td>Y (large quantities can be taken to the recycling center -- Reno)</td>
<td>Examples: metal fasteners for non-permanent bindings, unused keys, hanging file racks, metal Princeton files. Box or bundle them and call Env. Affairs (4-1139) for pickup.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metal items* (other than tin cans)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y (Drop off at: Any scrap metal recycling company)</td>
<td>Examples: metal fasteners for non-permanent bindings, unused keys, hanging file racks, metal Princeton files. Box or bundle them and call Env. Affairs (4-1139) for pickup.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plastic Containers</td>
<td>Clear plastic soda and water bottles, 1-gallon milk and water jugs, laundry product containers (1 PET or PETE and 2 HDPE)</td>
<td>Y, but only #s 1-2 bottle-shaped</td>
<td>Y, but only #s 1-2 bottle-shaped (curbside -- Reno/Sparks)</td>
<td>Remove lids and rinse containers before depositing in recycling bins.</td>
<td>Remove lids and rinse cans before recycling. Empty aerosol cans through normal use. Paint cans must be empty, with no more than a skin of dried paint.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TetraPak</td>
<td>Rectangular juice or milk cartons</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steel Cans</td>
<td>Food and beverage cans</td>
<td>Y (blue bins)</td>
<td>Y (curbside -- Reno/Sparks)</td>
<td>Empty aerosol and paint cans??</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Empty aerosol and paint cans</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Material</td>
<td>What CAN Be Recycled</td>
<td>On Campus</td>
<td>Residential</td>
<td>What CAN’T Be Recycled</td>
<td>Preparation Notes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plastic Bags</td>
<td>N</td>
<td></td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
<td>Drop off at: Raley’s, Safeway, Save Mart, Scolari’s, Smith’s, Walmart and WinCo locations typically have bins for recycling plastic bags. Area dog parks (Rancho San Rafael, Virginia Lake, Sparks Marina) also have small bins marked for plastic bags.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Batteries (non-rechargeable)</td>
<td>N</td>
<td></td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
<td>Drop off at: Batteries Plus 4898 S. Virginia St., Reno 884-0566 and 400 S. Carson St., Carson 884-0566</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Batteries (rechargeable)</td>
<td>Y (blue bins)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toner and Ink Cartridges</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
<td>(give to Albert Bonk in MIKC 218, or submit an “Online Waste Submission Form” at <a href="http://www.ehs.unr.edu/websites/ProgramAreas/WasteManagement/OnlineWasteSubmissionForm/tabid/69/Default.aspx">http://www.ehs.unr.edu/websites/ProgramAreas/WasteManagement/OnlineWasteSubmissionForm/tabid/69/Default.aspx</a>)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Packing Materials (Peanuts, Bubble Wrap, Etc.)</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Drop off at: Mailboxes Etc. Postal Annex Plus The Postal Depot Some stores also accept boxes, bubble wrap and broken up Styrofoam packing insulation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computers (computers, PDAs, monitors, printers, software, computer components)</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
<td>Send to: Surplus Waste Not in Incline Village collects e-waste (almost everything, but no non-flat screen TVs) every Tuesday and Thursday from 3 p.m. to 5 p.m. at 1220 Sweetwater Rd.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Material</td>
<td>What CAN Be Recycled</td>
<td>On Campus</td>
<td>Residential</td>
<td>What CAN’T Be Recycled</td>
<td>Preparation Notes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electronics* (fax machines, VCRs, stereos, radios)</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
<td>Drop off at: New2U 155 Glendale Ave., Ste. 11 Sparks, NV 89431 329-1126. Check this web site for list of what can be recycled: <a href="http://www.new2ucomputers.com/donations.htm">http://www.new2ucomputers.com/donations.htm</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TVs (still working)</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
<td>Post your offerings to: Reno Freecycle at <a href="http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RenoFreecycle/">http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RenoFreecycle/</a> Or: on Reno Craigslist at <a href="http://reno.craigslist.org">http://reno.craigslist.org</a> Drop off at: Clean Harbors Environmental (331-9400) or Global Investment Recovery (786-8555)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(not working)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cell Phones and Telephones</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
<td>Drop off at cell phones at: Cell phone stores, Best Buy, or New2U Drop off telephones at: New2U</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CFL Light Bulbs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
<td>Home Depot accepts all expired, unbroken CFLs. Place in a plastic bag and deposit in one of the orange collection units at any Home Depot store. Also, Waste Management is now accepting CFLs for recycling at nearly all of its locations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Styrofoam Egg Cartons</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
<td>Send them to: Dolco Packaging 2300 Raymer Ave. Fullerton CA 92833 or Find a local hen owner who wants your egg cartons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Material</td>
<td>What CAN Be Recycled</td>
<td>On Campus</td>
<td>Residential</td>
<td>What CAN'T Be Recycled</td>
<td>Preparation Notes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motor Oil</td>
<td>Y (UNR vehicles only)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Y (for a fee)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Store in sturdy container and bring to an auto service station that accepts used oil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motor Oil Filters</td>
<td>Y (UNR vehicles only)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Y (for a fee)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Store in sturdy container and bring to an auto service station that accepts used oil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anti-Freeze</td>
<td>Y (UNR vehicles only)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Car Batteries (lead-acid)</td>
<td>Batteries from cars, trucks and motorcycles</td>
<td>Y (UNR vehicles only)</td>
<td>Y (for a fee)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Store intact</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tires</td>
<td>Y (UNR vehicles only)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Y (for a fee)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Auto Parts</td>
<td>Y (UNR vehicles only)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Y (for a fee)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Material</td>
<td>What CAN Be Recycled</td>
<td>On Campus</td>
<td>Residential</td>
<td>What CAN'T Be Recycled</td>
<td>Preparation Notes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paint</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
<td>Y (for a fee)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Clean Harbors Environmental (331-9400)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wire Coat Hangers</td>
<td>N</td>
<td></td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
<td>Drop off at: Most local dry cleaners</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paper Bags</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
<td>Drop off at: Some local thrift stores</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eyeglasses</td>
<td>N</td>
<td></td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
<td>Check this web site for drop off locations: <a href="http://www.renohostlions.org/">http://www.renohostlions.org/</a> activities.html</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bicycles</td>
<td>N</td>
<td></td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
<td>Drop off at: Kiwanis 2655 Comstock Drive, Reno 748-9310 or at any fire station in Washoe County (except for Incline Village); or Reno Bike Project 255 Bell St. Reno 323-4488</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pesticides</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
<td>Drop off at: Nevada Dept. of Agriculture (688-1182 ext. 276; 350 Capitol Hill Ave)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plastic planting pots</td>
<td>N</td>
<td></td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
<td>Drop off at: UNCE Horticulture Dept (784-4848; 5305 Mill Street)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christmas Trees</td>
<td>N</td>
<td></td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
<td>Drop off at: Bartley Ranch and Rancho San Rafael regional parks and at Shadow Mountain Sports Complex 851-5185</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Dec. 26 through mid-January)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>What CAN Be Recycled</th>
<th>On Campus</th>
<th>Residential</th>
<th>What CAN'T Be Recycled</th>
<th>Preparation Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yard Waste (branches, leaves, grass clippings, prunings, non-contaminated soil and sod)</td>
<td>Y (UNR-generated only)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Y (for a fee) Full Circle Compost 3190 Hwy. 395, Minden, 267-5305 accepts yard waste (see far left column) that’s free of rocks or plastic for $8/cu ft. (You’ll get a $3 credit toward compost.) Visit <a href="http://www.fullcirclecompost.com">www.fullcirclecompost.com</a></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yard Waste (pine needles)</td>
<td>Y (UNR-generated only)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Y Waste Not in Incline Village has pine needle recycling drop off beginning May 15-Sept 1 at the Diamond Peak Ski Resort (1210 Ski Way) upper parking lot from 8-4 weekdays and 10-3 weekends. It’s used mostly for erosion control on the slopes.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patagonia garments</td>
<td>N</td>
<td></td>
<td>Y Drop off at or send to: Patagonia Service Center ATTN: Common Threads Recycling Program 8550 White Fir St, Reno, NV 89523 or drop them off at the Patagonia Retail Store nearest you or at one of Patagonia’s Performance Baselayer Dealers</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Athletic shoes</td>
<td>N</td>
<td></td>
<td>Y NIKE Reuse-A-Shoe Program see: <a href="http://www.nikereuseashoe.com/">http://www.nikereuseashoe.com/</a></td>
<td></td>
<td>Athlectic shoes containing metal such as cleats or spikes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other clothing</td>
<td>N</td>
<td></td>
<td>Y Post your offerings to: Reno Freecycle at <a href="http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RenoFreecycle">http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RenoFreecycle</a> Or reno.craigslist.org Or drop off at: Most local thrift stores</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Material</td>
<td>What CAN Be Recycled</td>
<td>On Campus</td>
<td>Residential</td>
<td>What CAN'T Be Recycled</td>
<td>Preparation Notes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Household goods (except for refrigerators)</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>see GSA Program: <a href="http://www.unr.edu/gsa/gsa-programs-household.html">http://www.unr.edu/gsa/gsa-programs-household.html</a></td>
<td>Y Post your offerings to: Reno Freecycle at <a href="http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RenoFreecycle">http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RenoFreecycle</a> Or reno.craigslist.org Or drop off at: Most local thrift stores</td>
<td>N</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Everything else</td>
<td>N</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* UNR does not have to pay to dispose of these materials; it receives compensation for these recycled materials
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APPENDIX B: SAMPLE CLASSIFIED WORK PERFORMANCE STANDARDS
Supervisors establish the initial work performance standards, but the employee must be given an opportunity to comment when the standards are revised. For more information see NAC 284.468 or the instructions for developing work performance standards.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Employee Name:</th>
<th>Last</th>
<th>First</th>
<th>Ini</th>
<th>Employee ID #:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Class Title:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Date Standards Est/Rev:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Department/Division:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Position Control #:</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

I have read and understand the work performance standards for this position. I understand these standards may be modified after discussion with my immediate supervisor and with the concurrence of the appointing authority.

Employee Signature: Date:

Supervisor Title & Signature: Date:

Reviewing Officer Title & Signature: Date:

Appointing Authority Title & Signature: Date:

**Job Elements**  
(Defined as principal assignments, job tasks, goals, objectives, responsibilities, related factors or any combination thereof.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Job Element #1:</th>
<th>Weighted Value</th>
<th>Performance Standards</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Job Element #2:</th>
<th>Weighted Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Job Element #3:</th>
<th>Weighted Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Job Element #4:</th>
<th>Weighted Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Job Element #5:</th>
<th>Weighted Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Core Competencies                  | Apply to all Job Elements and will be rated with each Job Element. | Handles irate customers and other difficult situations in a cooperative, polite, courteous and helpful manner; follows through to assume responsibility for success with the customer; responds quickly to changing circumstances and customers’ needs. Provides appropriate quality and quantity of information and service to co-workers and customers, and provides service that meets or exceeds customer expectations. Further, incumbent is continually aware of changing customer needs and is able to make adjustments. The incumbent strives to provide complete service without unnecessarily involving other employees. Demonstrates the ability to plan, organize, and prioritize workload and job assignments; seeks out efficiency and demonstrates good use of available resources; responds to changes in work load prioritization and department needs; keeps others involved and informed; does not cause discord that would negatively impact morale; demonstrates good listening skills and a willingness and ability to solve problems with others; communication with others is calm, well thought out and delivered in a manner that is easily understood; clearly supports team goals in a consistent manner. Provides appropriate quality and quantity of information and service to co-workers and customers, and provides service that meets or exceeds customer expectations. Further, incumbent is continually aware of changing customer needs and is able to make adjustments. The incumbent strives to provide complete service without unnecessarily involving other employees. Openly communicates, shares ideas, and supports team members; keeps members informed of developments and plans, and works to achieve team goals. Shall support the services group by providing as needed assistance at any procurement level when one of their teammates is not available. | Adheres to all workplace safety policies and procedures, both in terms of safety of self and others and care of property, equipment and vehicles; with no failure to comply. The University is committed to sustainable practices. Listed below are a few Sustainability topics in which each employee can have a direct impact on:  
- Energy Efficiency Purchases (such as ENERGY STAR® designations).  
- Energy Conservation programs.  
- Waste Reduction programs.  
- Packaging Reduction.  
- Trade-ins/Retrievals/Refurbishment of Used Products.  
- Use of Recycled and Recyclable Material (Products, Paper, Packaging, Shipping Materials).  
- Responsible Shipping and Transportation Usage  
- Use of Local Venders.  
- Reduced Water Usage program.  
- Reduced Paper Usage (including e-procurement, e-payment).  
- Sustainable Forestry Initiative® (SFI) Program.  
- Mode of Transportation to and from work as well on campus. |

| Customer Service | Adaptability/Work 
Adjustment/Communication/Teamwork | Safety | Sustainability |